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Block Johnson’s
Brexit coup plan
In Bournemouth on 27 June, Boris John-
son threatened to suspend Parliament in
order to force through his "no-deal"
Brexit.

He is likely to become Tory leader, and
then Prime Minister, on 23-24 July. Manoeu-
vring to recoup the Farage vote for the Tories,
he has promised to force through Brexit, "do
or die", by 31 October.

How? Asked directly whether he would
"prorogue" Parliament - send MPs home so
that they can't stop him pushing through "no-
deal" Brexit as the default follow-on from the
1 February 2017 parliamentary vote to trigger
"Article 50" - Johnson kept his options open:

"Rather than confiding in this archaic de-
vice to get this thing done at my own behest,
I would rather confide in the maturity of
common sense of parliamentarians…"

Asked again: "I don't envisage the circum-
stances in which it will be necessary to pro-
rogue parliament… I'm not attracted to the
idea of a no-deal exit from the EU but, you
know, I think it would be absolutely folly to
rule it out…".

It would be absolute folly for us to rule out

the risk of Johnson going for a "Brexit coup"
by way of suspending Parliament.

After 24 July Johnson will face exactly the
same constraints on Brexit as Theresa May -
the same difficulties in avoiding a hard bor-
der in Ireland, the same difficulties in arrang-
ing easy trade flows while quitting the
agreements which enable them. And the
same parliamentary arithmetic.

He may go for a quick election after 24 July.
Even if he makes that gamble, and it pays off,
it is unlikely to give him a parliamentary ma-
jority for either of the two available options:
the November 2018 Withdrawal Agreement
(maybe with a few marginal tweaks he can
get in the short time between that election
and 31 October), or "no-deal".

All his options are risky and unlikely. Sus-
pending - that is, overruling - Parliament is
not the most unlikely.

Theresa May had no capacity to present
herself as the champion of "the people", the
single voice of the (in fact) miscellaneous mil-
lions who voted for Brexit back in June 2016.
Johnson may at least think he has that capac-
ity.

When Louis Bonaparte took power in
France in December 1851, dissolving parlia-
ment, Marx summed up the act in these
words: "The scum of bourgeois society forms
the holy phalanx of order and the hero Cra-
pulinski installs himself in the Tuileries
[palace] as the 'saviour of society'."

Then, the referendum serving the "farce" of
the new ruler came after the coup, not before.
But analogy remains. A demagogue claims to
save society by forcing through his version of
a vague formula which he says millions have
voted for, but a version which could not gain
a majority in structured, democratic, deliber-
ative processes.

Demagogue "democracy" overpowers de-
liberation and representation.

It has not been done before in Britain. (The
1945 Labour government did "prorogue" Par-
liament at one point, but in order to split a
Parliamentary session into two sessions and
thus force a Commons decision through the
Lords by giving it the authority of three dis-
tinct sessions. It was quite different).
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The record of Chris Williamson

By Micheál MacEoin
In November 2018, the longtime
Irish-based Trotskyist Rayner
Lysaght debated with Sean
Matgamna, a founding member
of Workers’ Liberty, on Marxist
perspectives on Irish history
and the Irish revolution. 

Such debates, between diver-
gent theoretical traditions, are rare.
They are even more rare in Britain
on the particular topic of the Irish
Question, despite the prospect of a
post-Brexit hard border in Ireland. 

Much debate centred around the
applicability of Trotsky’s theory of
permanent revolution to Ireland.
Lysaght argued that Ireland is still
an “unfinished capitalist entity”,
its bourgeois revolution “compro-
mised” by the continuing exis-
tence of partition and the lack of
secularism.

The answer, he argued, was
“permanent revolution”, mobilis-
ing workers around democratic
questions such as national unity
and secularism, and for that mo-
bilise to lead to the creation of an
Irish workers’ republic.

Matgamna argued that perma-
nent revolution was a hugely im-
portant theoretical breakthrough,
but that it has limited applicability
to the particular case of Ireland.
Socially, bourgeois revolution was
completed “from above” by suc-
cessive British government Land
Acts, leading to the creation of a
capitalist farmer class in Ireland.
Politically, the 26-counties became
independent. Those processes
have happened, in their own way,

and cannot be re-run now in a way
more favourable to us.

The removal of partition is a
question for the workers’ move-
ment to face, by providing a dem-
ocratic programme which can
reconcile the rights of the North-
ern Ireland Protestants as a minor-
ity within Ireland with the rights
of the Irish majority. Only ideolog-
ical mystification and wishful
thinking can see that as “complet-
ing” the Irish bourgeois revolution
as part of a move towards “perma-
nent revolution”. 

Worse, argued Matgamna, the
theory of permanent revolution, in
the hands of post-Trotsky Trotsky-
ists, has become emptied of its
content as a programme for inde-
pendent working-class action in a
revolutionary situation.

With the rise of Stalinist states in
eastern Europe, Mao’s movement
in China and Tito’s Partisans, “per-
manent revolution” instead be-
came a way of “explaining” how
non-working-class forces could
create “workers’ states”. From this
it was only a leap towards Trotsky-
ists developing illusions that the
militarist campaign of the Provi-
sional IRA could somehow spill
over into a socialist revolution. 

These issues and more are
brought out in the debate. It is well
worth watching to educate your-
self on Irish history, permanent
revolution and the relationship be-
tween national liberation move-
ments and socialism.

This and other Workers’
Liberty videos at

www.workersliberty.org/video

Lysaght and Matgamna 

Marxism and Irish politics

By Keith Road
The issue with the suspended
Labour MP Chris Williamson is
not, as some in the Labour Party
think, one off-beam remark in a
Sheffield Momentum meeting, or
a few incautious tweets.

Detailed web postings by RS21
member Dave Renton and socialist
blogger “Bob from Brockley” have
shown that Williamson has used
his position as a prominent Cor-
byn-supporting MP to give the
ideas of a segment of the far right a
channel into the labour movement
(bit.ly/dr-cw, bit.ly/bb-cw).

Williamson’s support for Vanessa
Beeley, who makes an industry of
supporting Syrian dictator Assad
and his allies, came to prominence
in August 2018 after he tweeted
that it was a great honour to meet
her. He has gone on to question
whether Assad committed the
chemical weapon attacks in Douma
and badmouth the White Helmets.

Another fan of Beeley and her
output is former leader and MEP
for the British National Party, Nick
Griffin. That fact does not seem to
have given Williamson pause for
thought. 

Williamson has continued to pro-
mote conspiracy theories and fake
news from far-right thinkers and
journalists. He has supported noto-
rious antisemite Gilad Atzmon,
and an antisemitic right wing Span-
ish colonel, Pedro Banos, around a

pro-Russian conspiracy regarding a
UK based charity. He has repeat-
edly tried to rehabilitate antisemitic
and far-right figures — not people
who make casual blunders, but sys-
tematic propagandists — often
under the guise of attacking biased
media or supporting the Palestini-
ans.

Despite what Williamson’s sup-
porters believe, he has shown little
evidence of actually supporting the
Palestinians.

Support for Chris Williamson
among active pro-Corbyn Labour
Party members is not surprising.
He is one of the few MPs to actively
back mandatory reselection and to
have spoken at lots of meetings of
Momentum and other Labour left
groups.

And much of the Labour left
which backs Williamson is mired in
conspiracy theories and left anti-
semitism.

To build a healthy, vibrant and
democratic left, we need to rid our-
selves of charlatans like
Williamson.

Williamson has no record on the
left. A former Derby Council leader
who jointly governed with the To-
ries, he supported PFI and drove a
Merc with a customised CCCP
number plate, something his sup-
porters thinks denotes him as being
both funny and on the left. In the
long-running Derby teaching assis-
tants’ dispute, he was publicly
silent.

Procedurally, in this case, the

Labour Party has set itself up to
fail. Williamson’s suspension, read-
mission and suspension again was
a mess. The impact of negative
media coverage and the uproar
from many MPs clearly led to a re-
versal of the verdict, which is no
sort of due process.

Despite everything about
Williamson, we must highlight the
problems of these procedures and
call for open justice.

Yet a long and systematic politi-
cal record makes the case for
Williamson to be expelled. If even
this flawed process results in that
happening, the left should accept it.

Most importantly, we must
continue to push for discussion
and education on the underlying
issues that have allowed these
ideas to fester in the movement.

Williamson’s kitsch Stalinist
Mercedes Benz when he was Leader
of Derby City Council. He would take
Derby Labour into coalition with the
Tories

By Hugh Edwards
At 7pm on 28 June, Italian cus-
tom officers informed Carola
Rakete, the 31 year old captain
of the volunteer rescue ship Sea-
Watch 3, that she faced charges
of aiding and abetting illegal traf-
ficking of refugees and illegal
entry Italian waters.

They demanded that she imme-
diately leave her vessel — blocked
by the Italian coastguards outside
the port of Lampedusa — and re-
port there to be interrogated and
charged.

She replied: “I will not leave my
ship. I am exhausted , not having
slept for days. But my priority is
the fate of the 42 refugees on board,
many of whom now ill and some

threatening suicide, having lost
faith in us after 17 days blocked
from entering the Italian port...”
Despite the efforts of the Italian
coastguards to physically block her
ship, it managed to dock.

Interior Minister Mario Salvini
contemptuously described Rakete
her as “the knight-errant of the PD
opposition party”, several of whose
left-ish senators had boarded the
Sea Watch a few days earlier in an
act of solidarity with the crew and
the refugees.

The 42 migrants saved by Sea-
Watch had fled from the torture in
Libyan gaols, financed by a Libyan-
Italian deal secured by the then PD
Interior Minister Marco Minniti.
The present government of Libya,
protected by Italy, administers a

part of the detention centres, the
private militias another part.The
coastguards are linked to the latter.

The huge cry of solidarity and
“Freedom for Carola” ringing out
from demonstrations must be the
start of the battle.The statements
from Maurizio Landini, leader of
Italy’s biggest union confederation,
that Salvini’s “law” is a bad one,
were the usual fudge but the fight
is on to make him and his members
honour their own principles in ac-
tion.

Fortress Europe is the creation
not just of Salvini, but also of the
so called “liberal” Europe, all sig-
natories to the Treaty of Dublin.
The Court of Human Rights at
Strasbourg has just defended
Salvini’s “law” against Sea-
Watch 3.

Free Carola Rakete!

There are now ten members of
the European Parliamentary
Labour Party. The figure 19 in
Dave Levy’s article on Labour’s
rulebook (Solidarity 511) was
right when the article was writ-
ten but out of date by the time it
was printed. 

This year’s Workers’ Liberty
summer camp is the eighth, not
the seventh as stated in Solidarity
511.

Sudan: 30 June lifts spirits
By Simon Nelson
Thousands of people marched
through Khartoum on 30 June.

While the police and the militias
responded with attempt at repres-
sion, they were not able to quell the
protests. Activists count 30 June as
a major success. The symbolism of
marching on the anniversary of the
Bashir coup was also important for
the demonstrators.

This “million man march” also
saw demonstrations across the
country in Rabak, Halfa, Jabra,
Arkaweet-Albalabel, Atbara, Nuri,
Alshajara, Alsahafa, Aliskan, El-
Obied, Kauda, Kasala, Alruseiris,
Dongola, Wad madani, Burri, Ka-
reema, Souq alarabi, Khartoum,
Umdurman-wad nubawi and Port
Sudan.

There had been falling back of
the demonstrations following the
repression on 3 June, when the for-
mer Janjaweed militias committed
serious atrocities.

30 June has lifted the spirits of
the democracy protesters. The op-
position umbrella group, the Forces
for Freedom and Change (FFC), be-
lieves it can force the Transitional
Military Council (TMC) back into
negotiations.

The appointment of a mediator
from Ethiopia has encouraged the
FFC.

The FFC have called for another
“million man march” on 13 July fol-

lowed by a general strike the next
day.

The main obstacle for the Su-
danese people is the military, and
the power they could hold in any
transitional arrangement. While the
TMC have said they may engage in
further lengthy negotiations, the
FFC position is that it requires one
meeting.

The meeting should confirm that
power is handed to civilian control
through a provisional council with
a civilian majority and some mili-
tary representation. The way the
FFC sees it, the block on the mili-
tary taking back control or going
round the council would be the
strength of the movement behind
the demand for civilian rule.

Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the
UAE continue to back the TMC and
protestors have said there must be
international pressure in order for
the TMC to feel threatened enough
that it could consider handing over
power.

The protests are growing, but
there are significant dangers
ahead. 
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Putin, liberalism, and the left
By Colin Foster
In September 1847, before they
had even written the Communist
Manifesto, Karl Marx and Freder-
ick Engels declared:

“If a certain section of German
socialists has continually blustered
against the liberal bourgeoisie, and
has done so, in a manner which has
benefited nobody but the German
governments... then the Commu-
nists have nothing in common with
[them]”.

Marx and Engels rarely quoted
their own earlier writings. They
considered that article so important
that they cited it again in 1865.
Breaking off collaboration with a
socialist newspaper in Germany
(launched in the tradition of Ferdi-
nand Lassalle) because it hinted at
an “alliance of the ‘proletariat’ with
the ‘government’ against the ‘lib-
eral bourgeoisie’…”, they referred
to the 1847 article to explain why.

The explanation has weight
again.

On 28 June, in an interview with
the Financial Times, Russia’s auto-
cratic president Vladimir Putin de-
clared: “The liberal idea has
become obsolete”.

He explained himself only by
caricature: “This liberal idea pre-
supposes that nothing needs to be
done. That migrants can kill, plun-
der and rape with impunity be-
cause their rights as migrants have
to be protected…

“They claim now that children
can play five or six gender roles…
This must not be allowed to over-
shadow the culture, traditions and
traditional family values of mil-
lions of people making up the core
population”.

But Putin’s demagogy is gaining
ground on the right. Thus Viktor
Orban’s declarations, in Hungary,
that he is for “illiberal democracy”.

And the outcry against liberalism
has been joined by many who think
themselves on the left.

From the platform of the “Full
Brexit” pressure group, RMT mem-
ber Eddie Dempsey declared that
“the working class” “hates the lib-
eral left”, and is right to do so.

Many self-described leftists sup-
ported, or half-supported, the
right-wing politician Nigel Farage,
whose story is that “the intellectu-
als, the liberal elites just don’t get
it”, and must be countered by

“British” “common sense”.
The Morning Star is vehement

when denouncing “liberals”, mild
while criticising the likes of Putin,
and enthusiastic for Xi Jinping’s
anti-liberal regime in China

Marx started off in politics, be-
fore he became a revolutionary so-
cialist, as a radical liberal democrat.

One of his earliest articles de-
nounced a supposedly liberal re-
form of the Prussian government
censorship for the inadequacy of its
liberalism.

“Must the greatest riches of all,
the spirit, exist in only one variety?
I am humorous, but the law bids
me write seriously. I am audacious,
but the law commands that my
style be modest. Grey, all grey, is
the sole, the rightful colour of free-
dom.

“Every drop of dew on which the
sun shines glistens with an inex-
haustible play of colours, but the
spiritual sun, however many the
persons and whatever the objects in
which it is refracted, must produce
only the official colour!

“The most essential form of the
spirit is cheerfulness, light, but you
make shadow the sole manifesta-
tion of the spirit; it must be clothed
only in black, yet among flowers
there are no black ones. 

SPIRIT
The essence of the spirit is al-
ways truth itself but what do you
make its essence? Modesty...”

In the Communist Manifesto it-
self, Marx explained how his revo-
lutionary socialism sought to go
beyond and push through liberal-
ism, rather than fall behind it in
deference to smothering “common
sense” and the alleged advantages
of demagogically “social” authori-
tarians.

“[When] the fight of the Ger-
man... bourgeoisie against feudal
aristocracy and absolute monarchy,
in other words, the liberal move-
ment, became more earnest... the
opportunity was offered to ‘True’
Socialism [a socialist sect of the
time]... of hurling the traditional
anathemas against liberalism,
against representative government,
against bourgeois competition,
bourgeois freedom of the press,
bourgeois legislation, bourgeois lib-
erty and equality, and of preaching
to the masses that they had nothing
to gain, and everything to lose, by

this bourgeois movement...”
But, declared Marx, those anath-

emas, to have socialist meaning,
“presupposed the existence of
modern bourgeois society, with...
the political constitution adapted
thereto”, when in fact in Germany
then those political conditions were
the first things that needed to be
won.

“To the absolute governments,
with their following of parsons,
professors, country squires, and of-
ficials, [the ‘True’ Socialist criticism]
served as a welcome scarecrow”
against liberal reform.

In the 1847 article, further, Marx
and Engels had explained: “The
people, and in particular the com-
munist section of the people,
knows very well that the liberal
bourgeoisie is only pursuing its
own interests and that little reliance
should be placed on its sympathy
for the people...

“[But] the proletariat does not
ask whether the welfare of the peo-
ple is a matter of secondary or of
primary importance to the bour-
geoisie, or whether the bourgeoisie
wishes to use proletarians as can-
non fodder or not. The proletariat
does not ask what the bourgeoisie
merely wishes to do, but what it
must do. It asks whether the pres-
ent political system, the rule of the
bureaucracy, or the one the liberals
are striving for, the rule of the bour-
geoisie, will offer it the means to
achieve its own purposes”.

By contrast to bureaucratic rule,
or to the system which Engels
would later write might represent
“the true religion of the bour-

geoisie”, Bonapartism (the rule of a
demagogic arbiter) — by contrast
to those, bourgeois-liberal gover-
nance “does not only place quite
new weapons in the hands of the
proletariat for the struggle against
the bourgeoisie, but... also secures
for it a quite different status, the
status of a recognised party”.

Our job is to build an authentic
and politically independent
working-class party, which uses
the footholds and leverage-
points provided by liberalism,
even bourgeois liberalism,
against the bourgeoisie.

Marxists should have no time for the critique of liberalism from Putin or
Orban

Our new
fund drive
We raised £8,515 for our fund
appeal at our summer school,
Ideas for Freedom, on 22-23
June.

That was the jump-start for our
new fund drive, which will go
from now through our Workers’
Liberty annual conference in No-
vember.

Our previous fund drive, rais-
ing £15,000, ended on 1 May, and
we’ve taken a short break since
then. As we reported, this fund-
raising “pays for everything we
do on top of the minimal ticking-
over basics of covering rent and
utilities and basic supplies at our
office, printing Solidarity, and
paying stipends to some of our
office staff.

“We’re now paying one of our
own people to work part-time on
fixing and improving our web-
site, as well as paying for expert
outside help on that”.

Over £1,600 of that £8,515 has
already gone out on print bills to
get our books In Defence of Bolshe-
vism, Why Socialist Feminism,
Class against class: the miners’ strike
1984-5, and our pamphlet Two
Nations Two States, back into
stock.

Boris Johnson’s Tory leader-
ship campaign has far smaller
tasks than we have at Workers’
Liberty and Solidarity.

It only has to run the supple-
mentary publicity for a short
campaign which starts with
Johnson well ahead, and which
gets huge free publicity for the
mainstream media.

We have to publish and circu-
late ideas — on the whole range
of political issues, including
those which Johnson evades and
those he has never thought of —
against the grain, without help
from the mainstream media or
the periodical-wholesale monop-
olists. We have to organise meet-
ings, protests, street stalls.

Yet Johnson has received
£75,000 from one donor alone,
Jon Wood, boss of a hedge fund
based in Bermuda. He has got
£61,000 from JCB and its boss An-
thony Bamford, who hopes John-
son will “keep old-fashioned
socialism out”.

£36,000 has come from another
hedge fund boss, Johan Christof-
ferson, and £25,000 from a firm
co-owned by climate-change-de-
nier Terence Mordaunt.

We depend on building our
total through more and smaller
donations. Add yours at
workersliberty.org/donate

Audio of Solidarity
Many thanks to the volunteers who have enabled us
to produce an audio version of the paper.
Links to the audio version are at

workersliberty.org/audio, and can be found through
many podcast providers: search “Workers’ Liberty” or
“Solidarity & More”. Email awl@workersliberty.org for
e-reader versions of Solidarity.

Come and join our now-legendary annual socialist summer get-
away above Hebden Bridge in West Yorkshire.

This is the eighth year we’ve run the camp; it’s always great fun.
This will be a long weekend of music, campfires, food, drink, socialist

discussions, workshops, tree climbing, and arsing about in the great out-
doors — open to all!

Tickets — which include food for the weekend but not booze — are
£20 school/college students or unemployed; £25 low-waged; £35 waged.
They’re more expensive after 1 August.

• See www.workersliberty.org/camp

Summer Camp 8-11 August

Our usual weekly schedule for
Solidarity is varied over July-Au-
gust, for two reasons.

First, that we have a very small
staff, and some of our staff are
away in parts of that period,
doing political work in other
countries or on holiday.

Second, that our circulation de-
pends heavily on labour-move-
ment and campus activity, and
trade union, Labour Party, and
campus meetings tend to be
fewer and sparser in July and
August.

Solidarity 513 will be printed on
17 July; 514 on 14 August; 515 on
4 September; and after that we re-
turn to the usual weekly sched-
ule.

Solidarity 513 will be
out on 17 July
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By Jim Denham
The wretched Skwawkbox blog, as ever
representing the most craven and regres-
sive forces within the apolitical Corbyn
fan club, is presently promoting an open
letter to Tom Watson, penned by one
Chelley Ryan:

“One of the likely reasons we have lost
support over Brexit, is because many MPs
like yourself, refuse to put the case for our
sensible compromise position” bleats Chel-
ley.

Skwawkbox’s editor, the businessman
Steve Walker, can scarcely contain his enthu-
siasm:

“An open letter to Tom Watson about his
behaviour regarding Brexit – condemning it,
detailing the damage it is causing and re-
minding him that he does not speak for
Labour’s membership – has been signed by
almost 1,200 Labour members in just three
days...

“It reminds Watson that Labour is not the
party of Liberals, who hold working-class
voters in contempt – and that Labour cannot

and must not adopt an anti-Brexit position
that would make a mockery of its standing as
the party of the many, let alone one that
would inevitably cost the party the general
election win that the many so desperately
need.”

Here we have all the familiar tropes of the
worst elements of the Corbyn fanclub and its
Stalinist, pro-Brexit handlers:

• That to oppose Brexit is “liberal”, holding
the working class “in contempt”

• That (despite all the evidence), Labour’s
members support “constructive ambiguity”

• That because the likes of Tom Watson ad-
vocate a clear pro-Remain position, it is there-
fore a right wing stance.

All these propositions are demonstrable
nonsense and fly in the face of Labour’s 2018
conference policy (which was itself a bureau-
cratic fudge designed to appease but effec-
tively neutralise the overwhelming
pro-Remain and pro-public-vote wishes of
the membership).

But who, exactly, is this Chelley Ryan, self-
proclaimed “ordinary”, “working-class”
Labour party member who claims to have
voted Remain in 2016 (OK: I’ll take her word
for that), but now to be repelled by the ap-
proach being taken by those opposing Brexit?

Well, we know that she has a blog (“Turn-
ing The Tide”), is a prolific tweeter, gets her

stuff (including this open letter to Watson)
published in the Morning Star quite fre-
quently, and runs a small business (“holistic
therapy”, in Worthing).

A couple of quotes tell us a lot about this
“ordinary” “working-class” salt-of-the earth
Corbyn supporter, as she describes herself.
Here’s something from her blog:

“I’ve been a member of numerous Corbyn
supporting Facebook groups for several
years. In all that time I have not seen one
threatening, anti-semitic or racist remark. So
how have I missed all the virulent, vile abuse
making the headlines at the moment? I’m not
saying it doesn’t exist, and I condemn it
where it does...”

Then there’s this from her blog (also pub-
lished in the Morning Star, April 28 2019):

“To make it crystal clear, I won’t be voting
for the Brexit Party. If a party has Farage in it,
I could not vote for it. I’m Labour and will be
voting Labour as long as it has a socialist
leader.

“And I understand why people are angry
with Galloway and feel he’s legitimising
Farage with his decision, though arguably
you could say a left presence in this new
party might water down some of the Farage
narrative the way the Blairites in our party
water down ours...”

To which one can only respond, “Why, as

a loyal Labour member, would you want to
see a ‘left presence’ in the Brexit party and
how do you think such a presence could pos-
sibly water down the ‘Farage narrative’?”

And just in case anyone thinks Chelley’s
apparent tendresse towards the Brexit Party
and the renegade pseudo-leftist George Gal-
loway is just a matter of one clumsily-
worded blog-post, here’s what she tweeted at
about the same time:

“These Blairites pointing fingers of judge-
ment over George Galloway backing the
Brexit Party, are the same MPs who backed
the Tories austerity programme before JC
came along. I want the Brexit party to contain
diverse voices from left & right so it’s not just
the Farage show”.

It is, of course, quite possible that Chelley
Ryan is not a conscious agent of Skwawkbox,
Murphy, Milne and all those bent upon un-
dermining the internationalist, anti-racist in-
stincts of the vast majority of the Labour
party’s membership. She may, indeed, be a
“useful idiot”.

Frankly, I don’t really care. The impor-
tant thing is to defeat these reactionary
forces and ensure that at this year’s
Labour conference there is no fudge and
we come out clearly for Remain and a
new public vote.

Rearguard fight by Labour’s Brexiters

This is the third of a series of letters sparked by
the “Willsman affair”.
Trough “Steganography”, secret codes or
images can be hidden within other im-
ages, not revealing themselves immedi-
ately, or until certain conditions are met,
or they are decoded. These can then be
shared by unknowing individuals, un-
aware that this beautiful picture is har-
bouring a sinister side.

“Encoded” ideas can be similar. Concepts
are promoted, with their full implications
only widely revealed when faced with spe-
cific political situations, to people in the
know, or to people trying and succeeding in
decoding them.

Absolute anti-Zionists generally con-
sciously seek the destruction of Israel, a
Palestine stretching “from the river to the
sea”. They advocate the “right of return”,
perhaps gleefully congratulating themselves
on packaging their full goals into a demand
which gains a much wider hearing. They “en-
code” the destruction of Israel into the “right
of return”. Similar, at points, with the de-
mand for a “single secular democratic state”.
At least in the medium term, neither will be
achieved, and neither could without vio-
lently conquering Israel, and enforcing a po-
litical settlement on the majority of Israel’s
population, Israeli-Jews. The chant “from the
river to the sea, Palestine will be free” less
subtly encodes the same message.

Those absolute anti-Zionists influence can
sometimes remain blissfully ignorant of the
conclusions or history of what they advocate.
I’ve even heard of people, influenced by such
politics, chanting “from the river to the sea,
Syria will be free”. That the latter chant
makes no sense shows that the former, for
many chanters, is very superficial. They are
spreading “encoded” anti-semitic politics,

but which they did not encode, and cannot
immediately decode.

When the idea confronts the world as it is,
the conclusion, “destroy Israel”, can reveal it-
self. It is our job to decode such ideas for
these individuals, to show them for what
they are, and to persuade them of better
ideas.

But those that unknowingly transmit pre-
viously-encoded versions of “destroy Israel”
should be treated qualitatively different from
those who knowingly and consciously advo-
cate it.

While the idea that we need not take re-
sponsibility for the fine details of how the Re-
ally Existing Labour Party manages
individual cases, absent of any broader
changes, seems like a fudge, seems like advo-
cating political responsibility, it is more than
just that, and it helps me to reconcile my con-
tradictory feelings on the question. Advocat-
ing the way forward from the concrete here
and now is an important part of taking polit-
ical responsibility, aiming to transform the
world, and prepare the working-class for
democratic self-rule.

But recognising when wider circum-
stances are not of our choosing, when we
can’t take responsibility for mending a
puncture if we can’t change our tyres, is
vital for being “third camp” socialists, and
responding to the world in an honest,
transformative way.

Mike Zubrowski, Bristol

Encoding, decoding, and Israel

I can still remember my PE teacher at
school yelling at me: “What’s the matter
with you? Are you disabled?”

He was angry because I was clumsy and
awkward. The tiny experience perhaps helps
me understand why autistic and other neu-
rodivergent people resent being called “dis-
abled” or even “impaired”.

These days I’m impaired by arthritis, and
because ageing has slowed down my brain
processes: I am much slower, and fumble
much more, with mathematical working
today, at 70, than I did when I was 17. Luckily
for me, these are impairments which carry lit-
tle stigma, and I live in a society with many
workarounds for them.

But there is no point pretending that those
are not impairments, or blaming capitalism
for the significance that the impairments
have, or denying that they will be bigger im-

pairments when I slow down further.
I don’t know whether Janine Booth (letters,

Solidarity 511) took me to be saying that the
“Student B” who sat in a maths class I taught
but only knitted and occasionally shouted
about unconnected issues was impaired in
mathematics. I was saying that he was im-
paired (not just different) in participation in
collective working and discussion. And more
significantly impaired, for example, than the
“Student C” (from another class), who for
some mental-health reason I don’t know,
never spoke (but listened, nodded or shook his
head, wrote notes, etc.)

We can’t blame capitalism for the impair-
ment being a significant factor. Quite likely it
will be even more significant in a socialist so-
ciety. We should and can think of adjust-
ments and workarounds to help people with
such impairments. 

It will hinder, not help, to wave aside the
problem as not an impairment at all, or to
deny that there are degrees of impair-
ment.

Martin Thomas, Islington

Difference and impairment

Optical illusion, or very bad steganography?

• Remain, Reform, Revolt: AEIP day of ac-
tion, Sat. 6 July, everywhere: bit.ly/6julyrrr
• Left bloc on “March for Change” demo,
Sat. 20 July, London: bit.ly/20julyAEIP

Democracy and revolution
in Sudan
Workers’ Liberty London
forum with Namaa al-Mahdi
and Stephen Wood
Fri. 12 July, 7pm, room 828,
UCL IoE, London: 
bit.ly/12j-sudan

Rosa Luxemburg’s major writings from
1918-9, plus introduction. £6 with UK post.



From front page
It has been done elsewhere. Germany’s

Weimar Republic, unable to cohere a clear
parliamentary majority for economic meas-
ures in response to the slump, resorted
largely to rule by presidential decree from
1930. That regime paved the way for Hitler,
in 1933, to use the same presidential-decree
mechanism to establish a totalitarian dicta-
torship “constitutionally”.

France’s presidential regime, established
by a “soft” military coup in 1958, has used
“Article 49-3”, empowering the president to
push through measures without debate or
vote in parliament, dozens of times. Those
measures can be stopped only by parliament
voting no confidence in the government.

The question posed by Johnson’s threat is
not just about Brexit. It is about whether we
want British politics to be shifted to a model
established by a “soft” military coup, or a
model which had parliamentary democracy
collapsing so much that it could be replaced
by Hitler’s rule with no institutional resist-
ance.

It is about whether we want that to happen
in the age of Salvini, of Orban, of Trump, an
age where there can be no comfortable assur-
ance that overriding Parliament will be a one-
off.

“It can’t happen here”? It can, unless we
stop it.

The labour movement has the power to
stop it, if we mobilise. The ruling class is di-
vided on this issue — a majority would settle
for May’s Withdrawal Agreement, but not for
“no deal” — so we will face an enemy weak-
ened by division.

The big majority of Labour Party members,
Labour supporters, and trade unionists have
a commitment to parliamentary democracy.
Some see parliamentary democracy as the
best form of democracy; others, like us on
Solidarity, see it as a limited form which the
working class will have to replace by more
flexible, accountable methods of its own; but
the big majority agree on defending it against
rule by decree.

The big majority in the labour movement
understand that Brexit means social regres-
sion. It means re-raising borders. It thwarts
European social levelling-up, and pushes to-

wards the social levelling-down imposed on
small states by capitalist world market. It dis-
rupts and blocks workers’ unity, chiefly by
raising barriers against the much-cherished,
much-used freedom of movement won by
workers within the EU.

The big majority understands that the bu-
reaucratic and capitalist character of the EU
can be overcome only by building a cross-
continent socialist movement, pushing
through and beyond the bourgeois quarter-
unification of Europe, not by trying to “re-
verse out” into “capitalism in one country”.

Maybe a million people marched in Lon-
don against Brexit on 23 March. There will be
further marches on 20 July and 12 October.

The main obstacle to stopping Johnson is
the triangulation and weakness of the Labour
leadership. It is against a “no deal” Brexit, but
has raised no alarm about Johnson’s agita-
tion.

It has now said that it is for a new public
vote on any withdrawal formula, but in so
weak and reluctant a way that it carries no
conviction. Despite calls from John McDon-
nell, Emily Thornberry, and other Shadow
Cabinet insiders, and from the left-wing
“Love Socialism, Hate Brexit” MPs, it refuses
to commit to having, in that new public vote,
the same policy as in 2016: Remain.

The Labour leadership is bending under
pressure from the sections of the self-de-

scribed left which backed or half-backed
Nigel Farage in the Euro-elections, and from
the Morning Star.

On Brexit, the Morning Star’s strident view
is the same as Farage’s: for “no deal”.

We have less than three weeks until John-
son probably becomes Prime Minister. Time
is now probably too short (in reality, as well
as in apologetics) for the special conference
on Brexit which Labour should already have
had.

Time is not too short to get the regular
Labour conference in September to sort
out the issue. Time is not too short to get
on the streets and push back Johnson.

WHAT WE SAY 5@workerslibertyWorkers’ Liberty

Morad Shirin (Solidarity 511, bit.ly/gf-tk)
has casually speculated that Israel (or,
perhaps, another regional power allied to
the USA, but no other state is thought
worthy of mention) is probably responsi-
ble for the attacks on the Norwegian and
Japanese oil tankers.

No evidence is offered but rather a Gal-
loway-style deduction based on which state
would benefit from the most obvious suspect
being punished. It isn’t often, thankfully, that
this type of argument is promoted in the
pages of Solidarity.

“We have to ask: ‘Which state is going to
benefit from delaying, or maybe even pre-
venting, a deal?’ That state is not the Iranian
regime but one (or more) of US imperialism’s
local allies. A regional power like Israel (al-
though others can’t be ruled out) is probably
behind them.”

This looks like fairly standard false-flag
conspiracy theory. The same type of argu-
ment that it probably wasn’t the Assad
regime using chemical weapons in Syria, or
that it wasn’t Russian agents poisoning the
Skripals? More likely another state trying to

make those states look bad and provoke ac-
tion against them! Or a government trying to
boost its own popularity by deflecting nega-
tive attention elsewhere!

There is no reason for a default assumption
that every covert military attack is carried out
by one power in order to frame its adversary.
There are usually good reasons why such a
course of action would be fraught with risk.
In particular, why would Israel risk its trad-
ing and diplomatic relations with Norway
and Japan by getting found out covertly at-
tacking their oil tankers just to provoke a
more combative US stance towards Iran?

The explanation is given as follows:
“.... The attacks justify... (Saudi Arabia’s)

military intervention in Yemen; building new
Israeli settlements like Trump Heights in the
Golan and carving up more of the West Bank;
and repression by all US allies (like Egypt) in
the region.”

What a sweeping list of atrocious events
that the tanker attacks will apparently “jus-
tify”! Obviously they are not justified in the
mind of the writer, but how logically could
even the most hawkish neo-con politician

make such a justification? Israel has to build
more West Bank settlements because Iran is
attacking oil tankers?

Maybe they will try to make such a link.
On the other hand, do they need to? The
Saudi war in Yemen, the expansion of West
Bank and Golan settlements by Israel, and
the brutal repression in countries such as
Egypt (and Saudi Arabia and other gulf
states) have been going on for years, most of
the above for decades, and with impunity. A
new impetus is hardly needed now.

If there was evidence of Israel’s involve-
ment then that would be a different matter —
and obviously Israel is not necessarily above
such things. However, no such evidence has
been presented.

As it is, this appears to be cheap, unsub-
stantiated speculation about, in this case, a
very familiar theme. The characterisation of
Israel as the arch-conspirator par excellence
– covert, secretive, nefarious, manipulative –
is at the heart of modern antisemitic conspir-
acy theories. Unfortunately, this is the poi-
sonous narrative promoted by this article.

Israel is indeed responsible for many atroc-

ities and is engaged in ongoing brutal and in-
excusable oppression of the Palestinians. We
know this because the evidence is there for
all to see. 

Knowing this does not justify casual in-
dulgence in suspicions (without any evi-
dence) about Israel being behind covert
military attacks in order to frame another
state.

EDITOR’S NOTE
We shouldn’t have run the original article
without editorial comment — even labelled
as from another political tendency, even with
a mental note to have a response in the next
issue. That’s because of context: we live in a
left where it’s routine to “see” Israel or
Mossad as the hidden hand behind a wide
range of misdeeds (founding Daesh, the US’s
invasion of Iraq, right-wingers’ attacks on
Corbyn)... The idea that a tiny state is so
world-controlling is a new version of the old
“world Jewish conspiracy” theories. I should
have paid more attention. MT.

Pitfalls of knee-jerk “blame Israel”

Brexit coup



Climate campaigning, larg   
By Mike Zubrowski
A record breaking – and dangerous –
heatwave swept much of Europe in the
closing days of June, affecting the UK too,
with a lighter touch. 

For once, complaints of it being “too hot”
seemed more than an excuse to grumble. But
these unnatural temperatures are the benign
end of repercussions of the global climatic in-
stability caused by rising greenhouse gas lev-
els.

In the same period, a study was published
demonstrating higher-than-predicted in-
crease in sea temperature. One knock-on ef-
fect is reduction of the ocean’s capacity to
absorb gasses, including greenhouse gasses,
reducing the “budget” of how much can be
globally emitted if we are to avoid crossing
certain alarming climactic thresholds.

This study adds to the exponentially accu-
mulating levels of – widely accepted – under-
standing about climate change, illuminating
the finer details of risks facing us in increas-
ingly horrifying detail. Yet, in the first 19
years of this millennium, alongside this ex-
plosion of understanding and awareness, the
world has doubled its coal-fired power capac-
ity; on top of this, the capacity currently being
built or planned is over half the quantity of
these recent new-builds. With this, comes the
inexorable acceleration of our annual emis-
sions, acceleration towards whatever climatic
thresholds – and not for want of alternative
sources.

These undisputable facts are a forceful in-
dictment of the irredeemably irrational –
even collectively suicidal – nature of capital-
ism, the life-force of the fossil economy, the
system of social relations forcing the engine
of greenhouse emissions to burp out poison
at greater and greater speeds. 

There is still time, and much we can and
must do to limit catastrophic climate change,
to overcome capitalism, and to create a free
society. Precisely because of the importance
of fighting climate change, it is imperative to
think carefully and in detail about how we
should go about waging this struggle. 

In this article, I make the case that (I) the
forces driving climate change are internation-
ally entwined, an integrated whole; (II) that
climate change can’t be fixed by focussing ex-
clusively at a local level; (III) that dominant
ideological currents push in the direction of
such a limited focus, hence the importance of
critiquing them; (IV) what we can and should
do, on a local and wider level, and how. Local
campaigning has a crucial place, which we
must contextualise within a broader perspec-
tive: the final section gives suggestions on
how. It should go without saying that when
environmental — or any — campaigning is
limited, we should get involved to actively
support and push it to more radical organis-
ing.

I. FOSSIL CAPITALISM AS A
TOTALITY

Andreas Malm, in Fossil Capital, writes:
“The fossil economy has the character of
totality, a distinguishable entity: a socio-
ecological structure, in which a certain
economic process and a certain form of

energy are welded together. [...listing a
range of actions, such as an individual
driving a car, promoted or even enforced
by the fossil economy…] 

“Moreover, none of these emitting actions
would be possible without integration into
the fossil economy: alone on an island, or liv-
ing in a country untouched by this economy,
an individual could complete none of them.” 

Fossil fuels, buried underground, do not
burn themselves, nor does a car or power sta-
tion, by itself, emit CO2. This emission re-
quires, is compelled by, the social relations
that make the fossil fuels’ consumption hap-
pen, make them available for consumption,
bring the machines in which they are com-
busted into existence, and into use.

Today, this is an international process; the
unprecedented growth of coal power was
largely in China and India, supporting inter-
national transferral of production processes
and supply chains to these countries. The
truth of environmentalism necessitating in-
ternationalism grows stronger by the day; we
must confront the fossil economy as a whole.

II. LIMITS OF EXCLUSIVELY LOCAL
ACTIVISM

Individuals, and individual small institu-
tions, still operating within society, cannot
escape from the fossil economy, any more
than you can have a “TTIP free zone” or a
“socialist town” within the UK today.

Claims of individual and institutional “car-
bon neutrality” sometimes rest in part on
(dubiously calculated) “carbon offsetting” –
through tree-planting and the like – to justify
their claims, without any substantial changes.
In other cases, and in the questionable prac-
tice of calculating individual “carbon foot-
prints”, methodologies rely on ignoring
many factors through a one-dimensional and
flawed understanding of the causal and so-
cial relations behind a given quantity of
greenhouse gasses entering our atmosphere.

An organisation may claim to be “carbon
neutral” (or occasionally “decarbonised”)
through a calculation of net electricity use in
their building, and the “source” of this elec-
tricity. But the same calculation may ignore
emissions involved in construction of the
building; carbon dioxide produced in the
necessary travel to and from the building for
the organisation to function; contributions
from supply chains of the goods, the internet,
the services used within the building; effects
of making available the food that must be
consumed for the workers in the building to
perform the labour necessary for the organi-
sation to function; or the role the organisation
plays in the accumulation of capital and the
perpetuation of an ever-flatulent fossil econ-
omy. Additionally, a key unquestioned as-
sumption is that their reduced use of
electricity or fuel will directly lead to total re-
duction of electricity produced or fuel con-
sumed in equal measure. Capitalist
economics are more complex, and less ra-
tional, than that.

Beyond the unscientific nature of the nec-
essary bracketing out of many elements to
make such a calculation, and justify such a
claim, there are deeper political problems to
approaches which see bit-by-bit “carbon neu-
trality” as the solution(1). Implicit in the lan-
guage of a single “carbon neutral” institution,
and in the dominant liberal-environmentalist
narrative which celebrates this, are ideas of
linear progression towards global net zero

emissions through the incremental advance
of such piecemeal changes. This distracts
from the real forces at play, from the solutions
needed.

To tackle climate change – internationally
– the working class must take democratic
public control of the energy sector to force a
rapid transition to green energy sources, fi-
nanced through expropriation of the wealthy
and the banks. Likewise for the transition
into affordable, expanded, efficient and elec-
tric-powered transport; transformation of
buildings and industry, and overhauling of
the food sector.

III. PREVAILING SMALL-SCALE
FOCUS

The prevailing liberal-environmentalist
worldview champions changing this or
that little thing about your habits, the
technology you use, and so on: install
low-energy lightbulbs, switch to a green
energy provider, use fewer plastic bags. 

The more “radical” end of this permeates
much of the better environmental left: flying
is a fundamental sin, those who aren’t vegan
should be denounced, cycling is a revolution-
ary act.

Those influenced by these perspectives but
wanting a more collective approach often
then seek to cleanse the institutions they are
attached to, using the same underlying logic:
make them get rid of plastic water bottles and
straws, recycle more and install a solar
panel(2), divest from fossil fuels. 

This narrower focus on the environmental
left has been strengthened at points by aver-
sion to making demands of the state by anar-
chism-influenced environmentalists. More
decisively, insufficiently large and confident
environmental movements, and the conse-
quent defeats faced those who have coura-
geously battled on, has contributed to limited
horizons.

Undoubtedly, the size and strength of the
environmental movement in recent decades
has limited it as much as its strategy: if it be-
came more powerful, even with limited aims,
that would be a cause for celebration. But the
two are not completely distinct: limited per-
spectives has contributed to its isolation, and
vice versa. As militant class-struggle environ-
mentalists, we should throw ourselves into
building bigger, more powerful, and more
strategic movements.

Recently, after the tunnel-vision of institu-
tion-by-institution focus having limited
much of the environmental movement for
decades, Extinction Rebellion, youth climate
strikes and “green new deal” campaigns
have moved beyond it; gaining traction when
doing so — very positive development.

We must strive for clarity, precision, and
honesty. Lenin affirmed this in Argue About
Tactics, But Give Clear Slogans!, as does Trot-
sky in The Transitional Programme:

“To face reality squarely; not to seek the
line of least resistance; to call things by their
right names; to speak the truth to the masses,
no matter how bitter it may be; not to fear ob-
stacles; to be true in little things as in big
ones; to base one’s program on the logic of
the class struggle; to be bold when the hour
for action arrives – these are the rules of the
Fourth International.”

The need for strict political clarity over
these issues is demonstrated, in the negative,
by the evolution of the “divestment” move-
ment over the last decade. Originally seeing

ending of investment by public institutions
in shares in fossil fuel corporations as a pre-
liminary stage in environmental campaign-
ing, “removing the social license” of these
fossil companies. With all the positives of cre-
ative divestment campaigns, the movement
wasn’t sufficiently honest or clear, now
widely celebrating divestment as an end in it-
self.

So for socialists to advocate talking of this or
that workplace becoming “decarbonised” or
“carbon neutral” is to perpetuate muddled
thinking about how the necessary environ-
mental transition will happen. Workers’ Lib-
erty has and continues to argue for bold,
internationalist politics to fight climate
change; recognising dominant ideas around
us, we should continue with precision and
truth in little as well as big explications.

IV. HOW TO STOP CLIMATE
CATASTROPHE

What ideas and strategy socialists advo-
cate is a distinct question from how so-
cialists relate to those following different
ideas and strategies. 

Workers’ Liberty and Solidarity supporters
were heavily involved in the “climate camps”
of last decade, while criticising the limitations
of their politics, pushing the movement to go
further. We rightly relate in similar ways to
more recent environmental movements. Ex-
tinction Rebellion, for example, has a limited
strategy in various ways, but the growth of
combative climate action is exciting and ur-
gent, and we get involved to push it to it’s
conclusion. My focus in this article, however,
is what socialists should advocate for.

While there is no even vaguely straight line
between individual local institutions becom-
ing more energy efficient, or other such
changes, and the wider changes needed, this
does not mean there is not a line between
local environmental campaigns and wider
transitions. Indeed these can play an impor-
tant role.

The journey between the world we find be-
fore us today and one of net zero – or nega-
tive – emissions requires the implementation
of bold, socialist, environmentalist pro-
grammes. These must be fought for by the or-
ganised working class, convinced of such
ideas. Here and now, we must argue for such
ideas amongst youth strikers, within the en-
vironmental movement including that
around Extinction Rebellion, through cam-
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Stanford university has introduced a new
energy system which it says could be a model
for other large companies and communities
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paigning for a “Green New Deal”. We should
argue for it within, and work for the fusion
of environmental campaigning within the
trade union movement.

To get to a sustainable world requires not
just promotion of, persuasion to, education
about environmental socialism, at least in a
narrowly conceived way. It also requires a
raising of the confidence, horizons and or-
ganisation of the working class – the force ca-
pable of winning such changes – through
struggle, including environmental struggle. 

In part this must be through trade union
branches, workers organised at the point of
production, advocating for society-wide
changes, and supporting youth climate strik-
ers. But there’s more that can be done. 

Workplace reps have in several places
made progress in acting on environmental is-
sues, some achieving considerable emissions
or energy reductions. As Paul Hampton
noted in his book Workers and Trade Unions for
Climate Solidarity (buy the book here
bit.ly/TU-climate-book, review here
bit.ly/TU-climate-review), with environmen-
tal and environmentally-engaged workplace
reps, “even less adversarial union reps
tended to go beyond the parameters laid
down by government and employers”. Even
employers purporting to want to be greener
reject many proposals from them on cost
grounds. Additionally, at least one workplace
reports “greater appetite amongst rank and
file members to get involved with tackling
environmental issues than… for… traditional
trade union areas.” There are immediate pos-
sibilities for activism which engages wider
levels of workers, widens their political hori-
zons, brings them into conflict with their
bosses, and helps to move the trade union
movement as a whole forward on these is-
sues.

There are fairly clear, evident and signifi-
cant environmental demands that workers in
the energy, transport or construction industry
can organise to win in their own workplaces.
Such struggles are much needed, and by their
nature as major changes and need for public
funding, will take serious organisation and
pressure to win.

How about – for example – schools, uni-
versities, public administration? Compared
to many other sectors these have a compara-
tively low energy consumption: in public ad-
ministration in the UK it has been steadily
falling for decades (whether considering in-
tensity or total usage).

Specific demands tailored to particular in-
dustries, recognising the social role they can
play in transition, in many cases provide a
better basis for campaigns. School workers
could campaign for serious curriculum re-
form to place climate change, its scientific and
social causes, more centrally in the curricu-
lum. Students and university workers could
demand an overhaul of the current structure
of research funding, shifting the control of
from external unaccountable funders to dem-
ocratic public funding, ramped up for re-
search and development about everything
climate change related.

Substantial reductions can still be made in
these lower emissions workplaces. Since
2015, Stanford University, USA, have re-
duced their greenhouse gas emissions. Re-
placing their own gas-fired power plant with
electricity largely from the grid, they have
electrified their heating, cooling and trans-
portation systems, using heat pumps and
storage systems, pioneering new technology.

These large integrated systems and storage
can overcome limitations of some renewable-
sourced (grid) energy having intermittent
electricity. 

The key benefit here isn’t so much what-
ever direct emissions reductions it might lead
to, but its function as a test-lab for new tech-
nologies. As a university of 30,000 people it
is acting on the scale and with the necessary
centralisation to introduce such changes — in
advanced capitalist countries few workplaces
outside (campus) universities could play this
role. Their transition is integrated into re-
search, a key function of universities.

Campaigns over research is thus more im-
portant than campaigning over energy effi-
ciency, in universities. While aiming to
reduce consumption might offer “easy wins”,
such campaigns must be clearly contextu-
alised – with clear slogans – and kept in pro-
portion from the start.

This additionally acts as a major advertise-
ment, a driving force greater in both cases
than any campaigning that happened. We
must be vigilant about “greenwashing”:
Keele university’s plans hype up methods
aiming to make natural gas slightly less pol-
luting, allowing technologies reliant on it to
exude a green tinge as they further heat our
planet. This, too, emphasises the need for
working-class environmental campaigns,
putting the needs of humanity as a whole be-
fore profit and image.

In these sectors, campaigns to reduce emis-
sions might provide a focus for campaigning
activity, providing fairly straightforward
wins that could galvanise and educate a
workers’ campaign. But while not disdaining
“low-hanging fruit”, socialists should also
offer clarity on where the real prize for local
climate change demands lies. Keeping our
eyes on the prize shapes both what we should
chose to campaign for and how we should
phrase demands.

Environmental workplace activism can de-
velop workers’ sense of agency. It helps to
pose the question of power in the workplace:
who does and should run it, workers or
bosses? Socialists should initiate such cam-
paigns. 

But we should avoid localist illusions,
offer clarity and precision about the na-
tional and international efforts needed
alongside our local fights, and choose
local demands that will bring us furthest
forward in the international fight for a
transition to a low-carbon economy.

FOOTNOTES
1. Socialists have long recognised that international
socialism is possible, socialism in just one city or
small country isn’t, but socialism in a sufficiently
large and advanced economic bloc, such as Europe
as a whole, could be, transitionally, as a step to-
wards international socialism. There is no logical
contradiction here. Likewise, the aim of net zero
emissions internationally is crystal clear, net zero
aims for an individual or small institution is
muddy and murky, net zero as an aim for an insti-
tution somewhere in the middle makes progres-
sively more sense.
2. Widely co-ordinated energy systems are gener-
ally more efficient and can have wider knock-on
effects in terms of transitions than local ones. Plus,
where electricity is used isn’t necessarily the best
place for electricity generation. Having solar pan-
els – or wind turbines! — installed on a building
which is aiming to reduce its “carbon footprint” is
often far from the best approach.
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Robert Fine and the cr   
By Dan Davison
Robert Fine, who died on 9 June 2018,
was a socialist writer unafraid to stand up
to much of the left’s received wisdom on
the questions of Israel, Palestine, and an-
tisemitism.

He opposed the “absolute anti-Zionist”
standpoint that one should unreservedly ob-
ject to (a) Israel’s very existence, rather than
the oppressive practices of the Israeli state,
and (b) any feelings of Jewish communal or
national identification with Israel, even when
such feelings are accompanied with harsh
condemnation of the Israeli government or
genuine horror at the Palestinians’ suffering.

Fine opposed the blanket boycotts of Israel
commonly pursued by analogy with the in-
ternational boycott of South Africa during
apartheid, as well as the common suggestion
that allegations of antisemitism directed at
left-wing individuals or organisations are
merely “Zionist” smears to suppress criticism
of Israel.

Fine’s most extensive treatment of these
themes are in his 2017 book Antisemitism and
the Left: On the Return of the Jewish Question,
jointly authored with Philip Spencer.

A well-regarded sociologist at the Univer-
sity of Warwick for many years, Fine was –
by the standards of a university professor –
uncharacteristically open about his activist
years.

On his own biography page on the War-
wick University website, he proudly stated
that he “was active in Socialist Organiser,
Workers’ Liberty, anti-apartheid and other
radical and antiracist organisations”, and that
he had spent his years of postgraduate study
at Columbia University in the late 1960s
“more active in the anti-war movement than
in [his] PhD”.

Although he largely stepped back from on-
the-ground activism from the 1990s onwards,
Fine never lapsed into the stereotype of the
“academic Marxist”. He remained committed
to working-class struggle and to the role of
ideas within it. His written scholarship
ranged from concrete case studies of labour
history to grander meditations on the rela-
tionship between the universal and the par-
ticular within social and political theory.

Across this diverse output of writing, Fine
showed the strengths of the kind of critical,
“Third Camp” Marxist perspective upheld
by Workers’ Liberty and its predecessors.
This political tradition is rooted in the hetero-
dox Trotskyism that emerged during and
after the Second World War because of dis-
agreements within the American Trotskyist
movement over how to respond to the Molo-
tov–Ribbentrop Pact and the Soviet invasions
of Poland and Finland. It rejects the notions
that only the capitalist world powers are “im-
perialist”, that anyone who happens to op-
pose these powers should be supported as
“anti-imperialist”, and that the Stalinist
regimes and their progeny represent a “pro-
gressive” step vis-à-vis capitalism.

Instead, the Third Camp tradition supports
the primacy of independent working-class
organising against both capitalism and the
form of exploitative class society represented

by the USSR, Cuba, and other ostensibly so-
cialist states; hence its Cold War slogan, “Nei-
ther Washington nor Moscow, but
international socialism!” [1] Even with his
stepping back from frontline activism, Fine
never stopped combatting the poisonous
legacy of “campist’ thinking on the left, in-
cluding its manifestations on the anti-Stalin-
ist left. In his words:

“Today it is a common political decision of
inheritors of the orthodox Trotskyist mantle
to support any movement or regime they
place in the camp of ‘anti-imperialism’,
notwithstanding their democratic deficien-
cies, racist and antisemitic proclivities, and
oppressive practices toward the very people
they purport to represent”. (Fine 2016)

CHARACTERISING STALINISM
Fine was lucid and upfront in his analysis
of how, through a “misplaced determina-
tion to avoid common ground with the an-
ticommunism of the bourgeois
establishment”, Marxists have tended to
criticise Stalinism for being “insufficiently
anti-capitalist” instead of recognising the
inherent antagonism between Marxism
and Stalinism despite both being anti-
capitalist (Fine 1990: 14).

Whereas Marxism “represents the exten-
sion of bourgeois particularity and universal-
ity beyond the limits imposed by bourgeois
society”, Stalinism “represents the abrogation
both of the particularity of bourgeois society
(individuality, free will, civil liberties) in the
name of the battle against egoism, and of the
universality of bourgeois society (equal right,
political democracy, universal suffrage) in the
name of the class struggle” (Fine 1990: 14).

As I shall demonstrate below, Fine’s long
experience as an anti-apartheid activist with
a Third Camp perspective meant he could
recognise that (i) the “apartheid’ description
of Israel is dangerously misleading because
it ignores significant differences between Is-
rael and apartheid South Africa, including
differences in class structure, and (ii) the
dominant approach of the anti-apartheid
movement in South Africa often held back in-
dependent working-class politics. 

In other words, the alleged equivalence be-
tween Israel and South Africa is inaccurate

and, even if it were accurate, it would be un-
wise for the international left to emulate the
historical anti-apartheid movement without
qualification or criticism.

Moreover, because he could situate “the
Jewish question” in relation to fundamental
tensions that have existed between different
conceptual components of universalism since
the Enlightenment, Fine understood why the
left has a long and deeply troubled relation-
ship with antisemitism despite its commit-
ment to fighting prejudice and oppression.

Given how starkly the controversy sur-
rounding the UK Labour Party’s internal
handling of antisemitism allegations illus-
trates the failure of many socialists to under-
stand the antisemitic implications of several
ideas that have become “left common sense’,
now is a good time to bring Fine’s perspec-
tive to the table.

Fine and Spencer begin their analysis of the
Jewish question by identifying two faces to
the principle of universalism: “an emancipa-
tory face that looks to the other on the as-
sumption that the other is a human being like
ourselves, but also a repressive face that sees
in the other a failure to pass some fundamen-
tal test of what is required for membership of
humanity” (Fine and Spencer 2017, 1). The
Jewish experience of universalism has long
been marked by this duality.

UNIVERSALISM
On the one hand, universalism has proved
emancipatory, acting as a stimulus “for
civil, political and social inclusion”; on the
other hand, it has been “a source (though
by no means the only source) of anti-Jew-
ish prejudice” because of “the represen-
tation of Jews as harmful to humanity as
whole” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 2).

The latter is what is meant by “the Jewish
question”. Since the Jews have tended to be
regarded “as the personification either of a
particularism opposed to the universal, or of
a false universalism concealing Jewish self-
interest”, “[t]he struggle between Jewish
emancipation and the Jewish question has
been a struggle waged over the spirit of uni-
versalism itself” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 2).
The historical struggle between Jewish eman-
cipation and the Jewish question poses a re-
curring problem for left-wingers because the
modern left tradition “has played a role both
in repressing ‘the Jews’ as the enemy of hu-
manity and in combating the prejudices of
those who see Jews through this lens” (Fine
and Spencer 2017: 5).

Fine and Spencer illustrate this duality by
tracing the recurrence and reformulation of
the Jewish question along the course of polit-
ical radicalism since the Enlightenment. At
the time of the French Revolution, there was
a drive towards removing “civil and political
disabilities restricting Jewish minorities”, and
affording “Jews equal civil and political
rights”, but at the same time the “counter-
vailing tendency... was to breed a mood of re-
sentment within French society that focussed
on the injustice of treating “inferiors” as
equals, the dangers of treating “aliens” as cit-
izens, and the harm that came of rendering
Jews less distinct and less visible” (Fine and
Spencer 2017: 24).

One sees this deep tension in the Enlight-
enment writer Christian von Dohm’s 1781
pamphlet On the Civic Improvement of Jews. Al-
though von Dohm was in favour of Jewish

emancipation, he still believed that “[i]t
would be better if the Jews, along with their
prejudices, did not exist — but since they do
exist, do we really still have a choice from
among the following: wipe them off the face
of the earth; let them remain in perpetuity the
same unwholesome members of society they
have been thus far; or make them better citi-
zens of the world?”

The same tension appears in the early 19th
century debate between G.W.F. Hegel and the
radical populist Jacob Fries. Although Hegel
was ostensibly the more conservative of the
two, it was Fries who “maintained that the
harm caused by Jews was such that they
should be prohibited from establishing their
own educational institutions, marrying Gen-
tiles, employing Christians as servants or en-
tering Germany, that they should be forced to
wear a distinctive mark on their clothing and
that they should be encouraged to emigrate”
(Fine and Spencer 2017: 31). This was because
he excluded Jews from the category of “the
people” from which all political life must de-
rive. 

Contrastingly, Hegel stressed the “infinite
importance” that “a human being counts as
such because he is a human being, not be-
cause he is a Jew, Catholic, Protestant, Ger-
man, Italian, etc.” (Hegel 1821: §209). In
doing so, Hegel “repudiated those who
sought to deny civil and political rights to
Jews on the pretext that the Jews were a for-
eign nation and not an integral part of the
people” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 31).

MARX ON “THE JEWISH QUESTION”
Perhaps the most famous debate on “the
Jewish question” in this period was that
between Bruno Bauer and Karl Marx in
the 1840s. 

Bauer saw the Jews as incapable of the pro-
gressive development necessary to actualise
the “cause of humanity” and so believed that
the Jew “must cease to be a Jew if he will not
allow himself to be hindered by law from ful-
filling his duties to the State and his fellow-
citizens” (Bauer 1843). 

Robert Fine

Antisemitism and the Left: On the Return of
the Jewish Question, Robert Fine and Philip
Spencer, £19 at bit.ly/AS-book-fine



Although Marx’s essays in reply to Bauer
are controversial because of his choices of
language and argument, Fine and Spencer
convincingly make the case that Marx’s ap-
proach to the debate is extraordinarily valu-
able because he not only supported Jewish
emancipation without qualification, but also
advanced a critique of “the Jewish question”
itself. In their words:

“‘Real humanism’ is predicated on recog-
nising the humanity of Jews in their individ-
uality, that is, in their empirical life, work and
relationships. In defending Jewish emancipa-
tion against the restoration of the Jewish
question, Marx re-affirmed the subjective
right of Jews to be citizens, to be Jews, and to
deal creatively with their Jewish origins. Real
humanism is a revolt against the tyranny of
provenance.” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 40)

Despite this landmark critique in Marx’s
own writings, much of Marxism and the
broader radical left since Marx’s time has
knowingly or unknowingly remained
trapped within the intellectual framework of
the Jewish question. This is despite the left’s
universalistic commitment to international
working class solidarity. The left’s historically
troubled relationship with antisemitism is
perhaps best known from what August Bebel
termed the “socialism of fools”, which asso-
ciated capital with powerful Jewish influence
behind the scenes of world affairs.

Across the late 19th to mid 20th centuries,
one finds other manifestations of this trou-
bled relationship. During the rise of Nazism
in Germany, “neither wing of the Marxist
movement appeared to think that anti-
semitism was central to the Nazi agenda”
(Fine and Spencer 2017: 48).

NOT FIGHTING ANTISEMITISM
In its underground years, the Social De-
mocrats took the line that prioritising the
fight against antisemitism would “make
the work of the resistance more difficult”,
whilst the Communists “flirted on several
occasions with antisemitic discourse”, in-
cluding Ruth Fischer’s infamous remarks
in 1923 encouraging Nazi students to
hang “the Jewish capitalists” from lamp
posts (Fine and Spencer 2017: 48-49).

Further troubles arose with the left’s con-
cessions to nationalism in this period, espe-
cially with the ascent of Stalinism. By reifying
Lenin’s situated theory of the distinction be-
tween the “nationalism of the oppressor” and
the “nationalism of the oppressed” into a
general doctrine, Stalin contrived “a set of
‘mathematical formulae’ to determine who
constituted a nation and what kind of nation
they constituted”, which rapidly facilitated
“the old refrain that the Jews were not a na-
tion and could not form one” (Fine and
Spencer 2017: 47).

There were certainly key figures in Ortho-
dox Marxism who ran counter to this trend.
Rosa Luxemburg, for instance, stressed the
dangers of nationalism in the context of the
creation of new nation states in Central and
Eastern Europe after the First World War,
which manifested the “drive to homogenise
populations and do what was necessary to
achieve it, including the exclusion of minori-
ties deemed to belong to other nations or, as
in the case of the Jews, to no nation at all”
(Fine and Spencer 2017: 47).

Nonetheless, the Stalinist turn kept much
of the left within the Jewish question’s intel-

lectual confines, often with lethal conse-
quences. The Stalinist authorities charged
leaders of the Jewish Anti-fascist Committee,
which the Soviet regime established in 1942
to publicise what the Nazis were doing to
Jews, with both “Zionism” and “cosmopoli-
tanism”. Such accusations quickly became a
common means of liquidating opponents
within the official Communist Parties, as seen
from such as examples as the 1952 trial of
Rudolf Slánský and other lead figures in the
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia.

STALINISTS PURGE “ZIONISTS”
Despite the apparent contradiction be-
tween the charges of “Zionism” and “cos-
mopolitanism”, in their shared
connotations of foreignness and disloy-
alty, the Stalinists treated the terms as
“synonymous with the betrayal of the
motherland” (Fine 2007: 21). As Fine and
Spencer put it:

“The charge of ‘Zionism’ rested on a selec-
tive nationalism that claimed to distinguish
between its ‘progressive’ and ‘reactionary’
forms and was premised on the disloyalty of
Jews conspiring with other Jews to cling to a
national identity they should have long
foresworn. The phrase ‘rootless cosmopolitan
Jew’ revealed an antipathy to cosmopoli-
tanism, as well as to Jews, that Marx himself
did not share.” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 51)

After the Second World War and the Holo-
caust, various critical theorists attempted to
reassess the nature of antisemitism in relation
to fundamental questions about human civil-
isation and its prospects. Theodor Adorno
and Max Horkheimer found that liberalism
“could not provide a coherent response” to
Nazi antisemitism because “the assimilation-
ist tendencies in liberalism were based on the
assumption that the society into which Jews
were supposed to assimilate possessed a
unity and harmony that could only be dis-
rupted by the persistence of a distinct and
harmful Jewish identity” (Fine and Spencer
2017: 58). Moreover, by dissecting different
elements of antisemitism, Adorno and
Horkheimer suggested “it was possible for
[these elements] to be added to and recom-
bined in new ways as long as there was a
Jewish question to consider” (Fine and
Spencer 2017: 61).

In her writings on the topic, Hannah
Arendt drew attention to how “[w]ithin the
terms of the Jewish question ‘the Jew’ was
defined as the other of the universal, whether
the universal was equated with nations,
states, the race, the international or indeed
humanity” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 74). Al-
though she was “critical of Jewish assimila-
tionism for looking away from antisemitism
altogether and of Zionism for confronting an-
tisemitism exclusively from a national point
of view”, she still sought to “recognise the
inner strength of the three moments in the
development of modern Jewish conscious-
ness: the ‘assimilated’ moment of living one’s
life as a Jew in the diaspora, the ‘Zionist’ mo-
ment of living one’s life as a citizen of Israel,
and the ‘cosmopolitan’ moment of putting
ourselves in the place of others, not least
those for whose suffering we bear some re-
sponsibility.” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 77, 87)

Jürgen Habermas attempted to overcome
ethnic nationalism through his concepts of
“constitutional patriotism” and the “postna-
tional” political community. Even though

Habermas intended this perspective to su-
percede the Jewish question and replace it
with “a vista of Jewish emancipation appro-
priate to its time, the cracks in the postna-
tional edifice allowed a different agenda to
enter” by turning “the Jewish nation into the
‘other’ of the postnational” (Fine and Spencer
2017: 100).

HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE
One sees this in the allegations of Jewish
particularism made in relation to Holo-
caust remembrance. 

For instance, “[t]he apparently universalis-
tic demand advanced by critics of Holocaust
Memorial Day, that it be replaced by a Geno-
cide Memorial Day, demonstrates its own re-
sentment of any focus on Jewish suffering in
the claim that “the Jews” overstate what was
done to them” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 103).

All this sets the stage for present version of
left-antisemitism, which most often manifests
in the absolute stigmatisation of Israel and
Zionism. Israel is commonly charged with
genocide, apartheid, and presenting a major
threat to world peace. Between these charges,
that of genocide is most shocking since “Is-
rael is accused of the very crime whose com-
mission against Jews made the necessity for
such a state so compelling” (Fine and Spencer
2017: 113). In other words, “the Jewish nation
[has come] to be accused of committing the
same crimes against the Palestinians as the
Nazis had committed against the Jews” (Fine
and Spencer 2017: 63).

None of these charges hold up to proper
scrutiny. For Israel to be committing geno-
cide, one would have to show, for instance,
“that the Palestinian people have been de-
stroyed as a group in part or whole and that
the state of Israel has shown intent to commit
genocide through measures designed to
expel Palestinians, prevent Palestinian births,
transfer Palestinian children to Israeli fami-
lies, destroy Palestinian culture, etc.” (Fine
and Spencer 2017: 113) 

Despite the proliferation of Israeli settle-
ments in the Occupied Territories, the eth-
nonationalist right’s consolidation of power
in Israel itself, and the present government’s

plans to bring the West Bank even further
under Israeli control, the horrors in the Pales-
tinian Territories more closely resemble other
cases of colonial expansion into a neighbour-
ing country via occupation and annexation
than they do a systematic attempt to wipe out
the Palestinian people. The Israeli state ought
to be condemned and opposed for its actions,
but one should do this by using “appropriate
standards of judgment to distinguish be-
tween crimes of a different order and magni-
tude” (Fine and Spencer 2017: 114-15). 

As for the “attempt to portray an equiva-
lence between Israel and apartheid”, whilst
such developments as the passing of the Na-
tion State Law and the further demolition of
Palestinian homes might make the compari-
son attractive, the analogy “has been pursued
through a synecdoche in which the part – say
the shooting of Palestinian demonstrators by
Israeli soldiers or attacks on ordinary Pales-
tinian civilians by Israeli settlers – is taken for
the whole and then analogised to apartheid”
(Fine and Spencer 2017: 116).

Simply declaring that Israel is or is like
apartheid is no adequate substitute for study-
ing the similarities and differences between
the examples in question, and identifying
which similarities and differences are most
relevant. 

In this case, the problem with the
“apartheid” description of Israel is that it ig-
nores how the division of what used to be
Palestine created “a new national state ... in
which there is a fully fledged class structure,
including poor, exploited and dispossessed
Jews as well as Arabs” (Bradley 1987). Unlike
in South Africa, where a narrow ruling caste
of whites depended entirely upon the ex-
ploited labour of the black majority, in Israel
and Palestine, the Israelis and the Palestini-
ans exist as distinct national groups, and the
labour of working class Israelis produces
most of Israel’s wealth. In short, the white
South African population would not have
been able to exist as an intact capitalist soci-
ety had it severed itself from the black South
African population, whereas Israel would
quite easily exist as an intact capitalist society
if it were to sever itself from the Palestinian
Territories.

Fine and Spencer spell out the problem as
follows:

“In place of comparison, a method of
choice is to contrast the existing state of Israel
to an abstract idea of what the state ought to
be and then decree that it falls short. Accord-
ing to this rhetoric, the state ought to be cos-
mopolitan, universalistic, emptied of
identitarian content, but the ‘Jewish demo-
cratic state’ of Israel violates this idea; or na-
tionalism ought to be civic without any
ethnic content but Zionism obstructs the re-
alisation of this contemporary ideal. A more
comparative method would be to compare
how the ‘Jewish democratic state’ of Israel
deals with the contradictory demands of state
and nation with how other states deal with
their contradictory demands”. (Fine and
Spencer 2017: 117)

LOGIC OF CRITIQUE
In this respect, it is worth underlining how
Fine’s approach to Israel, Palestine, and
antisemitism shares a vital logic with his
critique of Stalinism.

As explained above, Fine believed that the
Continued overleaf
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problem with many left-wing forms of anti-
Stalinism is that they point to examples of
Stalinist class collaborationism, such as the
“popular fronts” of the 1930s, and then argue
that the fundamental problem with Stalinism
is that it is insufficiently anti-capitalist. As
well as overlooking how Stalinism is also en-
tirely capable of ruthless anti-capitalism,
such arguments proceed by counterposing
Stalinism “either to the idea of socialism, the
definition of which is given prior to the cri-
tique of Stalinism, or to the ideal realisation
of socialism, which is usually located in the
Russian revolution” (Fine 1990b: 15).

In Fine’s view, this makes the error of set-
ting “socialism up as a dogmatic standard
against which to measure Stalinism”: instead,
we should “reconstruct our ideal of social-
ism” through “the critique of Stalinism” (Fine
1990b: 15). All this is in the spirit of Marx’s
observations to Arnold Ruge that, rather than
“hoisting a dogmatic banner”, “[w]e must try
to help the dogmatists to clarify their ideas”,
particularly the “dogmatic abstraction” of
communism (Marx 1843).

In other words, in a deeply similar manner
to how he thought his Marxist commitments
required him to develop a critical perspective
of Stalinism that did not simply judge Stalin-
ism against some “dogmatic abstraction” of
socialism, Fine recognised that criticising Is-
rael calls for more than simply judging the
present Israeli state against some “dogmatic
abstraction” of the ideal state, hence why he
believed that one should instead compare
how Israel and other nation-states deal with
the contradictory demands of nation and
state in concrete reality.

BOYCOTT OF ISRAEL?
The charge of apartheid brings us to the
issue in which the analogy with South
Africa has become most central: the cam-
paigns to boycott Israel, usually as part of
the international Boycott Divestment and
Sanctions (BDS) movement.

In his time as a member of the Association
of University Teachers (AUT) and its succes-
sor organisation the University and College
Union (UCU), Fine spoke against the call to
boycott Israeli universities. [2] He pointed
out that “[b]oycotts of universities always
undermine academic freedom”, that ongoing
scholarship in Israeli institutions could help
combat “many of the reactionary ideas which
are used to justify the occupation, settlements
and the wall” (Fine 2005).

In addition to opposing it in principle, Fine
drew attention to the inconsistency in adopt-
ing an academic boycott tactic in respect of
Israel alone, noting how “we don’t call for a
boycott of British Universities for not de-
nouncing the war in Iraq or not denouncing
internment in Northern Ireland” (Fine 2005).
Accordingly, Fine advocated building “posi-
tive links” with fellow workers in Israel “to
help create conditions that will end the occu-
pation” instead of “playing directly into the
hands of the right wing in Israel” with a
“negative boycott” (Fine 2005).

Crucially, Fine argued that the academic
boycott movement “exemplifies the slippage
from political criticism of a state to condem-
nation of a people”. (Fine and Spencer 2017:
120) As he wrote in a pointed and personal
account of the 2008 UCU Congress, where a

de facto academic boycott motion was
passed:

“I was born and brought up as an English
Jew. The younger son of first and second gen-
eration immigrants. In my youth I thought of
myself as Jewish rather than English and this
self-consciousness has never gone away. For
many years I have been involved in socialist
organisations, academic research and teach-
ing, and a personal life in which Jewishness
has only played a bit part.

“I used to visit Israel, where I have rela-
tives and friends, but I haven’t been back for
some years now – in part because I disap-
prove of the occupation and the militarism
that has accompanied it. I think it has dam-
aged Israeli society from within as well as
adding to the suffering many Palestinian
men and women have had to endure
throughout the Middle East.

“Over the last few years, however, we have
had to listen to the grotesque vilification of
Israel and exaggeration of its crimes. We have
had to resist relentless calls to exclude Israeli
academics from our campuses, editorial
boards and research networks. With an in-
creasing sense of adversity we have honed
our arguments.

“Now for the third time our own union has
chosen to go down the road of considering
‘the appropriateness of continued educa-
tional links with Israeli academic institu-
tions’. The tones are mellow but they give me
a shiver and make me feel my Jewishness in
a new way”. (Fine 2008)

As a critical Marxist who resisted crude
“campist” thinking, Fine understood all too
well the hazards of prioritising conflicts be-
tween nations over conflicts between classes
and of blurring the distinction between state
and civil society. He appreciated how most
Trotskyists in the late 1930s believed that “the
task of anti-imperialists [in Palestine] was not
to support one or other national chauvinism
— Zionism against Arabs or Arab national-
ism against Jews — but to support one or
other kind of reconciliation between Arabs
and Jews” (Fine 1990b: 22).

Although he considered the apartheid
analogy highly misleading, Fine’s detailed
historical research on the liberation struggle
in South Africa left him keenly aware of how
the alliance between the South African Com-
munist Party (SACP) and the African Na-
tional Congress (ANC) spent decades
actively sabotaging working-class militancy
and subordinating socialism to nationalism.

NATIONALITY OR CLASS?
Leaders of the national liberation move-
ment in South Africa explicitly “enjoined
workers not to conceive of themselves as
a class with its own distinct interests cut-
ting across racial lines, but rather to de-
velop a ‘national’ consciousness of
themselves” as Indians, Africans, and so
forth (Fine with Davis 1990: 158).

Moreover, the blanket boycott often inhib-
ited links with independent black trade
unions in South Africa, as seen from how the
Anti-Apartheid Movement advised local
trade unions not to meet or greet Moses
Mayekiso, General Secretary of the Metal and
Allied Workers Union (MAWU), when he
was due to visit the UK in 1986. 

In the end, the most significant factor in
bringing down the apartheid regime was not
the decades-long international boycott, but

the growth of black working-class organisa-
tion and combativeness in South Africa from
the 1970s onwards. Fine thus saw plainly
how, even if the apartheid description of Is-
rael were accurate, the international left
seems to have learned all the wrong lessons
from the South African experience.

Within these prevalent far-left attitudes to-
wards Israel and Palestine, we see a present-
day version of the Jewish question. It is a
perspective that conceals connections be-
tween antisemitism and other kinds of
racism, treats antisemitism as a purely or
largely historical phenomenon, allows such
dualities as imperialist/anti-imperialist and
oppressor/oppressed to override all other
democratic principles and ethical considera-
tions, and singles out Jewish nationalism as
the bearer of all the failings of nationalism in
general.

Fine was an exceptional scholar and ac-
tivist committed to salvaging an authenti-
cally Marxist critique from the destruction
Stalinism wrought in its name. He did not
fear challenging the broader left’s common
sense.

As the arguments over antisemitism
and Israel/Palestine rage on around us in
the UK Labour Party and other left-wing
organisations, it is clear we need his intel-
lectual insight and political courage more
than ever.
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[1] “Third Camp’ socialists typically view
the political-economic system of the USSR
and states modelled after it as either (i) a
novel form of exploitative class society dis-
tinct from capitalism and socialism or (ii) a
new variation of capitalism. These theories
are commonly labelled as “bureaucratic col-
lectivism” and “state capitalism” respec-
tively, but the relevant terminology is often
applied inconsistently, such that common use
of one label does not necessarily imply a
common theoretical or practical-political po-
sition. For the sake of brevity, I shall not pur-
sue the “class nature of the USSR” debate
here.

[2] UCU was founded in 2006 from a
merger of two trade unions for education
workers: the AUT and the National Associa-
tion of Teachers in Further and Higher Edu-
cation (NATFHE).
•This essay appears in the latest issue of Fathom
Journal. Slightly sub-edited here.
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By Barry Finger
This volume, which joins the herd of inde-
pendent minds in churning the same old
depleted groupthink, purports to chal-
lenge the claim that changes over the
decades in the left’s appraisal of Zionism
and the Palestinian cause stem from anti-
semitism.

Whose claim? Even the people Kelemen
whom has a go at would most probably
argue the opposite: pro-Palestinian sympa-
thies do not stem from antisemitism. How-
ever, antisemitism often finds a greenhouse
atmosphere in pro-Palestinian advocacy. And
these toxic spores are pervasive.

Criticisms of Israel and Zionism are not per
se antisemitic. Few on the left, and few in the
Jewish community whatever their political
allegiances, would say otherwise. Having to
repudiate this canard is tiresome in the ex-
treme.

That does not mean that no criticism of Is-
rael is or can be antisemitic. Criticisms of Is-
raeli crimes are often turned to the advantage
of antisemites and conspiracy theorists ga-
lore. That can be done even when the criti-
cisms are valid.

Criticisms of say, Zimbabwe, may not be
racist. But if they are done in a context
whereby Mugabe’s misdeeds and atrocities
are ascribed to the inability of Blacks to self-
govern, they most certainly are. They are
racist no matter how true the account of Mu-
gabe’s crimes is.

Criticism of Israel, of its ruling class, of the
movements who lead it and their ideologies,
may be vast, profound and true. But if those
crimes and their exposure are used as a pre-
text to implicate and isolate Jews who refuse
to disavow Israel (regardless of how these
Jews oppose Israel’s occupation, disposses-
sion and settlement regimes), or if they are
used as a pretext to deny the Hebrew com-
munity of Israel its right to express itself na-
tionally, the effect is undeniably antisemitic. 

I am more familiar with the American
scene than with the British. Consider this.
Steven Salaita, a prominent Palestinian na-
tionalist and BDS supporter, has demanded
that Zionists be expelled from any progres-
sive meeting on campus, or elsewhere.
Whether working on climate change, health
care, voting rights, union organising – Zion-
ists, he contends should be cast out before
events move forward.

The Dyke March in 2017 banned not Israeli
flags, but rainbow flags with Jewish stars.
Participants in academic and scientific con-
ferences held in Israel imperil their careers
for supposedly being collaborative with
racism and occupation, as are judged all artis-
tic, academic and scientific exchanges with
Israelis.

Israelis are routinely refused study-abroad
opportunities and professors increasingly
withhold academic referrals needed for
American Jewish students to study in Israel.
American campuses increasingly refuse to
accredit Jewish organizations. All, of course,
in the name of conscience.

Even militants associated with Uri Avn-
ery’s Gush Shalom are rebuffed as Israeli
apologists. Revolutionaries routinely extend
“unconditional support” to progressive-lean-

Arabs Jews and Socialism: The socialist
debate in the 1980s and 90s on Israel and
Palestine, and the development of Workers’
Liberty’s ideas.
We recently reprinted this pamphlet, with

an additional introduction by Sean
Matgamna.
£5 cover price, £6.20 including postage.
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ing politicians who traffic in the same antise-
mitic tropes for which they would otherwise
call out conservatives.

That is what “anti-normalisation” looks
like.

There is no need to weigh into the bottom-
less controversy over a proper legal defini-
tion of antisemitism. But how and by what
methods you defend a national and humani-
tarian cause is, above all, a political choice.
And if you chose to defend that cause by
marginalising the vast majority of the Jewish
people, not to mention Israelis who feel even
the faintest connection to the State of Israel,
there is an undeniable problem to be called
out.

SINGLING OUT JEWS
If one section of humanity is singled out
by the left to have their dignity, their intel-
lectual and moral attachments rejected
and to have their rights to critical thought
and rational inquiry blocked, there is an
issue.

If Jews and Jews alone are required to pass
a political litmus test to prove their moral
worthiness, and when special organs such as
the Jewish Voice for Peace act as gate-keepers
to certify those credentials, we should be sus-
picious.

And if this is acceptable to you, all the
“anti-Zionist not anti-Jewish” gibberish you
toss like confetti will mean nothing. If you are
so blinded by your arrogance and moral self-
righteousness that you can’t grasp the obvi-
ous, the problem resides with you.

Kelemen offers a guide on how social dem-
ocratic allegiance to Zionism and Israel is
being displaced by a New Left in the Labour
Party that presumably draws on what he
thinks was valid in the Stalinist orientation
towards Zionism in Israel’s pre-state period.

It never occurs to him that Stalinism was
the ideology of a consolidating ruling class.
Its politics were guided, not by revolutionary
concerns or to advance any democratic cause,
but to jockey for leverage in Palestine and to
position itself as an imperialist rival to the

British.
In practical terms this entailed, until Russia

sought to enlist the support of world Jewry
during its war-time alliance with the US and
Britain, accommodating itself whenever pos-
sible to reactionary Arab leaders who di-
verted the nationalist impulses of the masses
into Pan-Islamic and antisemitic channels.

In the 1930s Stalinist chicanery meant sup-
port to closing the door to Jewish refugees
fleeing annihilation. The Stalinists in Pales-
tine regarded the Jewish masses and Jewish
refugees en bloc as an integral part of the im-
perialist camp. and made no distinction be-
tween the masses and their leaders. On this
basis, they raised their own demands for
non-normalization: “Block Jewish immigra-
tion! Prohibit sale of land to Jews! Expropri-
ate the land of the Jews and arm the Arabs!”

Once the war-time alliance was estab-
lished, and in light of the pro-Axis role of the
Arab nationalist leaders, Russia presented it-
self as the champion of the Jews, while mur-
dering thousands of anti-Stalinist Jewish
socialists. 

There is much truth to Kelemen’s claim
that the old Stalinist attitudes have perme-
ated the Palestinian solidarity movement.
But it is an insult to Marxism to celebrate
these attitudes as revolutionary.

Actual revolutionary socialists called for
“opening the door to Palestine” (and not just
Palestine) to Jews from Europe and other
continents and also to Arabs from surround-
ing areas; for a complete equality of rights,
for working-class unity and for national rec-
onciliation from below; for a break with Zion-
ist and Arab chauvinism and for convening
a Constituent Assembly.

Actual revolutionaries understood that the
influx of Jews into Palestine was rooted in
desperation and need, and not in Zionist fer-
vour. 

These old Stalinist mental habits were
hardly overcome by Kelemen’s New Left, de-
spite its attempt to define a “third” political
space independent of Soviet Russia and the
West. The dichotomy between West and East
was surely surmounted, but not for the pri-
macy of global class conflict—not for what
we understand as the third camp.

Rather the world was said to be divided
between North and South, between white
and black, between exploited nations and ex-
ploiter nations-- where the North’s working
classes were often written off as junior part-
ners with its capitalist overlords-- and where
racism was seen as the central dynamic of the
global order. It positioned itself as a front-
loaded ideological apologia for every Third
World fraud capable of making his pitch for
global legitimacy on that basis.

In the 1960s and ‘70s, Arab oppressors and
enslavers were touted throughout the New
Left as representatives of the “Arab Revolu-
tion against imperialism.” And the brain-
crushing, body-breaking machines that these
regimes unleashed were celebrated as a lib-
erating force for no discernible achievement
beyond having reanimated Arab pride.

One thing was clear, however. These
regimes had nothing to do with a worker and
fellahin revolt against Arab capitalists, oil
sheiks, landlords or slaveholders.

What can we say about the virtues of left-
ists who centre the struggle over imperialism,
but who think there is only one imperialism?
Who think that the return of the indigenous
Jewish people to the land of their origins—a
return resulting in a home for half of world

Jewry—is a colonialist crime, but the distri-
bution of Arab peoples and the Arabisation
of the Levant, North Africa, the Sudan, Mau-
ritania—and yes, Palestine-- were naturally
occurring events? 

And who fail to notice that unlike Euro-
pean colonialism, Arab colonialism is not
even in nominal retreat. 

The Nasser doctrine of Arab-Islamic ex-
pansion, unheralded and unknown by the
grandees of the New Left, fuelled and contin-
ues to fuel Arab expansionist ambitions. It
brought the entire Nile headwaters under
Arab rule; conquered, Islamicised and Ara-
bised black Africans and annexed black
African lands in Southern Sudan. Egyptian
Nubians were resettled far from their ances-
tral homelands to barren areas near Aswan.

This “doctrine” is behind the import of
Arab settlers into Darfur, Nubia and Mauri-
tania to the changed demographics of black
African nations; behind Morocco’s relation-
ship to Western Sahara and Libya’s long cam-
paign to annex Chad’s Auzou strip. 

There is no point, one assumes, in be-
labouring the resemblance to Israeli crimes
confined in relative microcosm to the occu-
pied territories. 

If the New Left heroes of Kelemen’s narra-
tive were and are silent about this, its reason
is not hard to discern. It is a repeat of the Stal-
inist reflex: that to freely discuss Stalin’s
crimes was to give aid and comfort to capi-
talism. Show trials? What about the lynching
of Blacks in the American south?

And so it goes. Criticise Zionist messianics,
drunk on power, who trample over Palestini-
ans, demolish their homes, despoil their
crops, and assault them at will, but welcome
as anti-imperialist comrades Hamas and
Hezbollah who drink from the same poison-
ous brew and promise to answer in kind at
the first opportunity. 

Rehearse endlessly, as you should, the
atrocity of Sabra and Shatila committed by
Lebanese Christian Phalangists with logisti-
cal support from the Israeli army. But dis-
patch to the memory hole the identical
massacre six years earlier in the refugee camp
of Tel el-Zaatar by Syrian troops, summoned
upon by Lebanese Phalangists and actively
supported by pro-Syrian Palestinian factions. 

INCONSISTENCY
When the Ba’aths of Syria were among
the stout anti-imperialist darlings of the
New Left, the Kurdish language was not
officially recognized.

A 1989 decree prohibited the use of Kur-
dish at work as well as in marriages and
other celebrations. In 1992 children could not
be registered with Kurdish names, nor could
businesses. Books, music, videos and other
material could not be published in Kurdish
and expressions of Kurdish identity were
outlawed and prosecuted under a criminal
stature against “weakening national (i.e.,
Arab) sentiment.”

In 1973 Syrian authorities confiscated 750
square kilometers of fertile agricultural land
cultivated by tens of thousands of Kurds and
gave it to Arab families brought in from other
provinces. In 2007 another 6000 square kilo-
meters of Kurdish territory were granted to
Arab families, while Kurdish inhabitants of
the villages were evicted. As a reference,
Palestinian territories are 6,220 square kilo-
meters.

Memory fails, but I don’t think the revolu-

tionary left of Kelemen’s imagination ever
called the Ba’ath state an apartheid regime.
Nor did it call for a BDS campaign to rectify
these outrages—assuming the capacity to
even recognize them as such-- or propose de-
priving Syrian Arabs of their right to self-de-
termination.

Until the Arab Spring, most of the New
Left took no critical notice of the Syrian state
at all, or, if they were critical, it was for not
being anti-imperialist enough.

If your “revolutionary” solution to Israeli
chauvinism and occupation is to create a uni-
tary state in which Israeli Jews are invited to
become the new Kurds in an Arab state, don’t
be surprised at the response. If they refuse to
break with their Zionist rulers and renounce
Zionist chauvinism, it is because you have
not offered them the security of a convincing,
peaceful, democratic and egalitarian alterna-
tive.

Anti-normalisation is nothing but a high-
minded disguise for revanchism.

The socialist movement has historically di-
vided itself on national conflicts between left
and right, between social patriots and inter-
nationalists. Internationalists advocated
fraternisation (which AWL calls solidarity, in
deference to anti-sexist terminology). That is,
the wing of socialism we identify with has al-
ways called for unity from below—of work-
ers, soldiers, trade unions and socialist
parties.

We recognize that the fear of foreign sub-
jugation is a powerful rallying cry for ruling
classes who thrive on the very national unity
socialists wish to disrupt. That is why we
pitch our appeal beyond the ruling classes di-
rectly to the masses of both nations.

No world power, no ruling class can be re-
lied upon to conduct the struggle for peace
and reconciliation, for equal national rights
and freedom, in the interest of the Palestinian
and Israeli masses.

This will only come about through inde-
pendent struggle where Palestinians and Is-
raelis breach chauvinist mindsets, dare to
overcome entrenched fears and reach out to
one another.

BDS, the Palestinian solidarity movement
that Kelemen in effect advocates, is a modern
version of social-patriotism. It exists to ad-
vance a chauvinist narrative that Israel is an
illegal, usurper nation and offers no realistic
basis upon which a socialist movement can
move forward.

It is the antithesis of internationalism.

FEATURE@workerslibertyWorkers’ Liberty

Barry Finger reviews Paul Kelemen’s book The
British Left and Zionism: History of a Divorce
(Manchester University Press, 2012)

phobia is Stalinist regression
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By Matt Dunn
Union members at Ford Bridgend will
meet again in the week up to 6-7 July to
discuss the next steps in resisting at-
tempts by the company to shut the
plant, losing thousands of jobs in the
process.

Nothing is off the table, including indus-
trial action and “leverage” campaigning.
Unite leverage takes a thoroughgoing ap-
proach to forcing a company to move – ap-
plying pressure to the investors and clients
of the investors and clients and potential
clients of the company concerned.

If Ford face the loss of business worth
more than the saving to be made from clo-
sure because, alongside workplace action,
other income flows are severely disrupted,
they will move. Leverage can take a radical
and confrontational form, reflecting the fact
that when the union is in this situation it is
effectively at war.

Ford are willing to pay a big cheque to
workers to persuade them to take redun-
dancy and not cause any trouble. One
union member told me that he is in for well
over £100,000.

But the same member explained to me
that it is not his “job to sell”. “What about
our kids? What about workers in the sup-
ply chain? What about all the other jobs in
the community that will go if these jobs go
– in pubs and shops and so on? None of
them will get a pay-off. The community
might never recover from this”.

CAMPAIGN
Others in the Ford group can see that

they are next. Apparently opinions are
split — some (mainly older) workers
want the money, but many others want
to start the campaign now to save jobs.

A long-overdue discussion has been
started throughout Unite on the need to
fight for jobs and not just for decent settle-
ments, and also on the need to prepare for
battle in advance in key players such as
Ford. And surely this must mean that we
raise the demand for taking key industrial
assets into public ownership when private
ownership fails.

Labour should pledge to take Ford
and others over in these circumstances
– without compensation – and support a
transition to new, green jobs under
workers’ control.

REPORT More online at www.workersliberty.org

Ford workers
to meet again

HBO’s Chernobyl: a service to us all
By Les Hearn 
Chernobyl was a disaster — there is no
doubt about that — but what lessons
should we learn from it? 

Though the catastrophic meltdown and ex-
plosion of the RBMK Reactor No 4 happened
almost half a lifetime ago, when police states
claiming to serve the workers ruled eastern
Europe, the recent HBO mini-series Chernobyl
has brought that time back to life.

Though partly fictionalised and sometimes
wrong (according to survivors and experts),
the basic facts are correct. 

During an “experiment” aimed at improv-
ing safety procedures, Reactor No 4 re-
sponded erratically and attempts to bring it
under control, including the extraction of vir-
tually all control rods, were to increase the
danger later.

The experiment should have been aborted
at this point, but a bureaucratic adherence to
a plan, coupled with a not-uncommon reluc-
tance to challenge one’s superiors, led to con-
tinuance until an unexpected rapid power
surge demanded an emergency shutdown or
SCRAM. This would normally involve rap-
idly inserting control rods which absorb the
neutrons without which the chain reaction in
the fuel rods cannot continue. 

In the RBMK, these were poorly designed,
being only capable of slow insertion and hav-
ing graphite tips which actually reflect neu-
trons back into the fuel rods (a moderator
made of graphite, i.e. pure carbon, sur-
rounded the reactor core to reflect neutrons
back into the uranium fuel and drive the
chain reaction). The result was to momentar-
ily increase the overheating.

This increased steam pressure from the
coolant water and the fuel rods seem to have
disintegrated, blocking the control rod chan-
nels before insertion could be completed. The
chain reaction went further out of control,
power output continuing to rise to about ten
times normal levels, according to some esti-
mates. 

The pressure build-up resulted in a steam
explosion which caused further damage to
the fuel rods and a loss of coolant…and more
overheating. The graphite would have been
burning by this time.

Three seconds later, a second explosion
blew the core apart, stopping the chain reac-
tion but exposing highly-radioactive mate-
rial, some of it burning, some of it flying
through the air, to the environment. This sec-
ond explosion may have been like an atomic
bomb which has not detonated fully but “‘fiz-
zled”, supposedly impossible in properly-de-
signed nuclear reactors.

This is covered well in Chernobyl, as is the
heroism of many who lost their lives prevent-
ing a worse disaster, according to a highly-
complimentary review by Hamish Johnston
in Physics World1. Johnston praises the court-
room scene where investigator Valery
Legasov explains how a nuclear reactor

works and the way design flaws contributed
to the disaster.

While Legasov is a real character, the inves-
tigative journalist Ulana Khomyuk is fic-
tional. Curiously not mentioned in
Chernobyl is a real investigative journalist,
Lyubov Khovalevskaya, who, as editor of the
Chernobyl atomic energy plant newspaper
Tribuna Enerhetyky, obtained secret docu-
ments which enabled her to break the story
of the Chernobyl reactor’s serious problems
a month before the accident. 

According to the International Women’s
Media Foundation2 (which awarded her its
1991 Courage in Journalism Award), Kho-
valevskaya “spent the next three years col-
lecting official documents on the facility and
entered the forbidden radioactive zone more
than 30 times to interview workers and coop-
erative officials.

“Risking her own life, she reported the ac-
cident and aftermath extensively, pointing to
its disastrous impact on the soil and water
system and numerous victims and publish-
ing documents the government was trying to
keep secret.” Perhaps Khomyuk is based on
Khovalevskaya, but the latter could have ap-
peared as a real character in Chernobyl.

Some reviews have made much of the in-
accuracies in Chernobyl. These, under the
heading of “artistic licence”, are difficult to
justify but detract little from the overall truth
of its account of the causes and events of the
accident. 

On health effects, speculation is general
anyway and Chernobyl brings little clarity or
perspective. The direct deaths are known (28)
and an estimate exists for deaths from thy-
roid cancer, almost entirely due to children
absorbing radioactive iodine (I-131) from
their milk. Iodine is essential for the thyroid
gland to make thyroid hormone.

This cancer is nearly always curable but
leaves survivors on lifelong medication.
There have been some 5000 cases in the re-
gion affected by fallout from Chernobyl with
some 15 deaths. Though the initial cause of I-
131 release was the accident at Chernobyl,
the bureaucracy is blameworthy for not dis-
tributing iodide tablets in time: these work by
swamping the thyroid gland with harmless
I-127.

Overall deaths definitely or most likely due

to the accident number 43 at present. Illnesses
and deaths among survivors do not seem
much different from expected in unaffected
populations: there is at worst a slight increase
in cancers. The total number of excess cancers
may be as little as 4000, a tiny increase in risk
given that about one third of people die from
cancer.

According to the WHO3, any increase in
cancers will be undetectable. This is particu-
larly so given the health decline in the former
Soviet Union since its collapse in 1991.

Chernobyl was a disaster (except for local
wildlife4); people died unnecessarily; peo-
ple’s lives were disrupted by displacement
from their communities and fear of the fu-
ture; the “Soviet” bureaucracy showed itself
incapable of or uninterested in protecting its
citizens, which may have accelerated its de-
mise. The makers of Chernobyl have done a
major service in informing or reminding us
of this.

Many will conclude (as most of the Left did
at the time and many still do today) that this
means nuclear power is inherently unsafe.
But, since that time, we have learnt much
about the dangers of fossil fuel extraction and
energy production.

Those are between 40 and 400 times as
dangerous as nuclear power!

REFERENCES
1https://physicsworld.com/a/chernobyl-is-mag-
nificent-despite-its-flaws/ 
The review includes an embedded YouTube video
(an episode of Going Nuclear with Scott Manley).
This is particularly praising of the description of
the science of the reactor “for the lay person” in the
final court scene but goes into more details.

2https://www.iwmf.org/1991/10/lyubov-ko-
valevskaya-1991-courage-in-journalism-award/

3WHO: Health effects of Chernobyl: an overview
https://www.who.int/ionizing_radiation/cher-
nobyl/backgrounder/en/

4https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn28281-
wildlife-is-thriving-around-chernobyl-since-the-
people-left/?utm_medium=SOC&utm_source=Tw
itter#Echobox=1560521250

AWL and Chernobyl: Our predecessor paper, Socialist Organiser, covered Chernobyl extensively,
including a four-page special a fortnight after the accident explaining what happened, how
radioactivity works, how secrecy and bureaucracy work against safety, and making a realistic
assessment of the health risks.

More debate online
Space constraints have squeezed out two
articles commenting on articles in Solidarity
511. They’re online.

bit.ly/bf-lin: Rhodri Evans comments on
Barry Finger’s review of Susie Linfield’s
The Lion’s Den, bit.ly/bf-sl

bit.ly/ag-bcy: Chris Reynolds comments
on August Grabski’s obituary of Karol
Modzelewski, bit.ly/ag-km
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NEU ballot scores successes
By Duncan Morrison
The National Education Union’s (NEU) in-
dicative ballot to boycott high stakes test-
ing in primary schools is due to close as
Solidarity goes to press on 2 July.

The indicative ballot has been a success,
even if nationally we will not have reached
the 50% turnout and 40% of all members vot-
ing yes to satisfy the anti-union laws. It is an
indicative ballot and it indicates plenty of
will to fight on this issue.

The turn-out will exceed the turn-out in the
only other national indicative ballot the NEU
has run, over pay and funding. This turn-out
will exceed the turn-out in the pay and fund-
ing ballot in primary schools by a large margin.
This has been achieved in a much shorter
time than in the pay and funding ballot, and
with fewer full-time organisers involved in
getting out the vote.

It has been a success because it has built the
union in the previously under-organised Pri-
mary sector. Primary is often the poor rela-
tion in school unions. Its members are
generally in smaller units than their second-
ary colleagues, often without a rep.

But the ballot has led to big meetings in
many areas, a new layer of reps coming to the
fore, and the union recruiting new members
in primary schools. 

The ballot poses two questions. The first is
about whether members support the NEU’s
campaign against the high stakes testing. The
second about their willingness to boycott.

The first is receiving overwhelming sup-
port. The boycott is massively backed, but
less convincingly than the on first question.
That is because it is a sustained action that
members have to consider taking, probably
against the will of their management.

We need to, and can, win the argument that
there is no other action open to members that
will ensure that we rid ourselves and our
children of this harmful and pointless testing
system.

Education Solidarity Network (ESN), a
rank-and-file organisation that Workers’ Lib-
erty supporters are central to, is arguing that
the indicative ballot should be extended, so
that it can have comparable time to the pay
and funding ballot. We are also arguing that
the indicative ballot makes the case for “dis-
aggregating” the legal ballot which is to fol-
low in September-December, i.e. to conduct

it as (legally) a number of separate ballots for
separate areas, so that it can be legally valid
as a mandate for action in several areas if not
everywhere.

It looks as though there is a case to ask the
whole of London region and some other dis-
tricts to go for disaggregated ballots. We
think the union should be bold with the dis-
aggregation. We will have from September to
December to campaign to increase the
turnout and to convince members that a boy-

cott is the only way to rid us of the toxic test-
ing system.

The indicative ballot demonstrates the
almost universal hatred of NEU members
for the high stakes testing system. It
demonstrates their will to fight on the
issue.

• Duncan Morrison is Assistant Secretary of
Lewisham NEU, writing in a personal capac-
ity.
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By John Moloney, PCS Assistant
General Secretary (in a personal
capacity)
I have now signed a contract with the
PCS and have become an employee of
the union from 1 July. As such I am enti-
tled to a salary of £69,466 a year (£5,788
a month).

As part of my election platform, though, I
promised not to take the full AGS salary but
only take home the wage of a DWP Execu-
tive Officer (EO) working in London.

EO is the most common grade in the Civil
Service; DWP is the biggest part of the Serv-
ice, and I work in London. Therefore it
seems to me that the EO salary is a represen-
tative wage of members in the union. Fur-
ther, in my opinion it is a worker’s wage.

I asked the union only to be paid this, but
PCS stated that I had to take the full money.
Therefore I am donating the difference be-
tween the AGS net pay and EO net pay to
the fighting fund.

According to tax calculators having a
gross monthly salary of £5,788 should mean
earning £4,069 net.

DWP London EO salary is £30,303. Ac-
cording to the same calculators this leaves
£2,012 net. Therefore I will be giving back
£2,057 a month to the PCS, £24,684 a year.

To put this into context, the recent week
long strike by BEIS cleaners/catering staff
cost the union approx £20,000 in strike pay.

I have opted out of the PCS pension fund.
If I am not taking the full wage, it seemed
wrong to me to get the indirect benefit of the
full salary through the pension scheme.

I have decades of reckonable service in a
Civil Service pension so I am lucky com-
pared to most. I can well understand there-
fore someone with much less pension
service opting into the PCS pension scheme.

It is my intention to publish my end of

July wage slip and my standing order to the
Fighting Fund, so proving that I have ful-
filled my pledge. I will ensure that in the an-
nual accounts, my contribution to the FF is
shown (rank does have some privileges).

I must stress that my stance on the AGS
wage is not that of a hair-shirt moralist. It is
political. During the five years of my con-
tract, my take home will only increase in line
with that of DWP London EOs. Poor pay
awards will hit me in the same way as mem-
bers.

Therefore there will be a real organic link
between my material well being and that of
members.

So at least in the pay sense, I can say I
am one with the members and have no
separate material interest to them.

At one with the members Tube workers ballot over
“Transformation”
By Ollie Moore
Tube workers are currently voting in an in-
dustrial action ballot, as the RMT union
pushes back against job cuts proposed as
part of the so-called “Transformation”
process.

Nearly 2,000 workers are being balloted,
including workers in engineering, signals,
electrical, track, the London Underground
Control Centre, and the Emergency Response
Unit. “Transformation”, a sweeping restruc-
ture and job cuts plan, has already led to
admin workers seeing their numbers slashed.

The current phase of the plan includes the
outsourcing of waste collection workers who
are currently directly employed.

A union statement said: “RMT on London
Underground is now on a war footing and
it’s about time the management, and the Lon-
don Mayor, woke up and took notice. If we
are forced by their inaction to escalate the dis-
pute then that is exactly we will do.

“RMT will not stand back while jobs and
safety are carved up and services like waste
collection are knocked out to the cheapest
bidder just to bail out savage cuts imposed
on TfL by this rotten Tory Government.”

The ballot concludes on 16 July.

OUTSOURCED RAIL CLEANERS
STRIKE

By Ollie Moore
Cleaning workers employed by the ISS
contractor on Great Western Railway will
strike from 9-11 July, as ISS attempts to
impose new contracts that could see
workers work up to 60 additional shifts
per year.

The cleaners, who work on Hitachi trains,
are organised by the RMT union. Their ballot
returned a 100% vote in favour of industrial
action. A union statement said:

“It is appalling that ISS staff on this presti-
gious rail contract are being treated in this
disgraceful fashion which will pile additional
hours on them and destroy their work life
balance. Hitachi, ISS and GWR should all be
hanging their heads in shame and should
pull back immediately.

“RMT has made it clear that we will be
stepping up the fight against the scourge of
outsourcing on our railways which is high-
lighted by the scandalous treatment of these
ISS staff in West London.”

Meanwhile, RMT is considering a national
ballot of its members across Train Operating
Companies, after the Department for Trans-
port failed to give assurances about protec-
tion of railway workers’ pensions. The union
said:

“If it takes the first national rail strike in a
generation to defend our members pensions
then so be it. We will not tolerate a position
where Chris Grayling and the train compa-
nies are playing fast and loose with rail pen-
sion rights.

“RMT members will not be left to pay
the price for the collapsing chaos of the
rail franchising system.”



RMT AGM debates politics
By Daniel Randall, RMT
Bakerloo Line branch AGM
delegate (personal
capacity)
The Annual General Meeting of
the National Union of Rail, Mar-
itime, and Transport workers
(RMT), in Manchester on 23-27
June, debated motions submit-
ted by the union’s branches, In-
dustrial Organising Conferences,
and equalities conferences.

Many were consensual, with a
majority passing unanimously.
Others caused more controversy,
and for reasons of space this report
will focus largely on the con-
tentious motions.

RMT’s AGM is proportionally
smaller than many other union
conferences, with just 68 delegates
representing a membership of
around 85,000. The culture of the
conference is in some ways highly
democratic and participatory. All
debates are open to all delegates to
contribute, and are allowed to con-
tinue until everyone who wishes to
speak has had their say.

However, the general secretary
or one of the two assistant general
secretaries responds, at unlimited
length, to every item on the agenda
(all other speakers’ contributions
are timed), and makes a voting rec-
ommendation which is apparently
decided unilaterally.

The RMT became the third na-
tional union, after the Independent
Workers’ union of Great Britain
(IWGB) and the Fire Brigades
Union (FBU), to back the Free Our
Unions campaign, initiated by sup-
porters of the Labour left magazine
the Clarion and the Lambeth
branch of Unison in 2017.

Left-wing motions were passed
on anti-fascist activism and on po-
litical strategy. This year’s AGM
clarified that electoral work should
focus on supporting left-wing
Labour candidates within the con-
text of general campaigning for a
Labour vote.

On Brexit, two motions were sub-
mitted, one arguing for a “socialist
exit from the EU”, and the other ar-
guing for the RMT to reverse its
historic support for Brexit and
adopt a “remain and rebel”-type
position. The former passed, with
nine votes against and five absten-
tions, meaning the latter was
deemed to have fallen automati-
cally and was not moved.

The dominant international poli-
tics in the RMT were reflected in
debates over a motion on
Venezuela, and two on Cuba. On
Venezuela, the motion, written by
supporters of the Socialist Party,
was not explicitly supportive of the
Maduro regime, but held back from
criticising its authoritarianism, fo-
cusing entirely on the threats from
the right-wing opposition. I at-
tempted to inject some balance into
the debate by reading a statement
from Trabajadores en Lucha (Work-
ers in Struggle) a coalition of trade
union and socialist activists in
Venezuela, which put forward an
independent position opposing
both Maduro and Guaido (see
bit.ly/v-wkr).

Responding to the debate, Assis-
tant General Secretary Steve Hed-
ley said Trabajadores en Lucha
“could probably hold their AGM in
a phonebox”, and that Venezuela
was a highly democratic country
whose government we should sup-
port.

CUBA
Similar arguments were made
about Cuba, when General Sec-
retary Mick Cash urged dele-
gates to vote against a motion
from the union’s LGBT+ confer-
ence condemning the recent re-
pression of a Pride march in
Havana: “there were security
concerns around the march that
led to it having to be re-
arranged.”

A motion supporting Chris
Williamson passed, with seven
votes against and four abstentions.
In supporting the motion, one del-

egate argued that he had “never
heard of antisemitism until Corbyn
became leader”, and AGS Hedley
said that the opposition to
Williamson was motivated by an
attempt to silence supporters of the
Palestinians within the labour
movement, and therefore that those
who do not defend Williamson are
“complicit” in the oppression and
murder of the Palestinians.

On climate change, a motion sub-
mitted by my own branch and the
Morden and Oval branch, calling
for RMT to back policies for a “So-
cialist Green New Deal”, including
full public ownership of the energy
sector, narrowly fell, after GS Cash
opposed it on the basis that its call
for the “ending of fossil fuel extrac-
tion” as part of a “worker-led tran-
sition towards a zero-carbon
economy” would put offshore en-
ergy workers, whom RMT organ-
ises, out of jobs.

The RMT’s Offshore Industry Li-
aison Committee (OILC) branch,
the main section of the union or-
ganising offshore energy workers,
in its branch bulletin distributed to
all delegates at the AGM, says dif-
ferent: “We should be developing
standardised safety and compe-
tence/training standards which
allow our workers to move seam-

lessly from oil and gas, to decom-
missioning and renewables.”

A motion proposing to explore
how the historic socialist principle
of “workers’ representatives on a
workers’ wage” might be applied
within RMT, with specific reference
to senior officers’ pay, was de-
feated, with many delegates argu-
ing simply that as union leaders
“worked very hard”, they were
“worth every penny” of their high
salaries (the GS is paid more than
£100,000 per year), and that “no
union should be arguing for any-
one to have their pay cut.”

The Campaign for a Fighting and
Democratic Union (CFDU), an em-
bryonic attempt to launch a rank-
and-file network within the union
which will challenge the bureau-
cracy over issues of union democ-
racy and industrial strategy, held a
successful, if somewhat rushed,
fringe meeting, which focused
mainly on strategy for the DOO
disputes, arguing for the return to
action on South Western to be gen-
eralised across other companies.

The CFDU will need to urgently
consolidate itself into a formal
organisation with an explicit pro-
gramme for internal reform if it is
to be successful in deepening
and extending rank-and-file
democracy within RMT.
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Today one class, the working
class, lives by selling its labour
power to another, the capitalist
class, which owns the means of
production. 
The capitalists’ control over the
economy and their relentless drive
to increase their wealth causes
poverty, unemployment, the
blighting of lives by overwork,
imperialism, the destruction of the
environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth

and power of the capitalists, the
working class must unite to
struggle against capitalist power
in the workplace and in wider
society.
The Alliance for Workers’

Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry
and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than
the present system, with elected
representatives recallable at any
time and an end to bureaucrats’
and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and

the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the
bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.

In workplaces, trade unions,
and Labour organisations;
among students; in local
campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we
stand for:

• Independent working-class
representation in politics.

• A workers’ government,
based on and accountable to the
labour movement.

• A workers’ charter of trade
union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to
take solidarity action.

• Taxation of the rich to fund
decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.

• A workers’ movement that
fights all forms of oppression. Full
equality for women, and social
provision to free women from
domestic labour. For reproductive
justice: free abortion on demand;
the right to choose when and
whether to have children. Full
equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender people. Black
and white workers’ unity against
racism.

• Open borders.
• Global solidarity against

global capital — workers
everywhere have more in
common with each other than
with their capitalist or Stalinist
rulers.

• Democracy at every level of
society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global
social organisation.

• Equal rights for all nations,
against imperialists and predators
big and small.

• Maximum left unity in action,
and openness in debate.

If you agree with us, please
take some copies of Solidarity
to sell — and join us!

Where we
stand

RMT President Michelle Rodgers addresses the conference

By a conference delegate
At the local government and
general conferences of the pub-
lic services union Unison (16-17
and 18-21 June, in Liverpool),
most of the debates were muted.

The union’s procedures make it
difficult to get motions beyond the
consensual onto the agenda, so, for
example, Lambeth Unison had
seven motions ruled out of order.

We reported in Solidarity 511
(bit.ly/un-511) on the debate at
local government conference about
boycotting high-stakes testing in
primary school.

At the national delegate (general)
conference, the big issue was Brexit.

The motion at the top of the agenda
which “reaffirmed” “six tests” for a
Brexit deal rather than clearly op-
posing Brexit. We narrowly missed
getting a “remain and transform”
motion on the agenda.

Shadow Brexit minister Keir
Starmer, speaking to the confer-
ence, said in response to questions:
“I think we will very soon say
openly that we want to campaign
for remain [in a new public vote].
But I want to do it as one”.

Unison Action, the broad-left
grouping in the union, supported
by the SWP, SP and others, had a
big fringe meeting (bit.ly/un-ac).

There are tensions within the
group, however, which are likely to

come to the fore in the run-up to
the next general secretary election
in late 2020: the SP and SWP are
likely to back different candidates.

Although the SWP and the SP
stand aside from the Labour Party
organisationally, politically their in-
terventions were uncritically pro-
Corbyn. 

Politics beyond “what we need
is a Corbyn government” came
instead from critical left-wing
currents within the Labour Party.

Unison blurs Brexit 
Firefighters in Suffolk have
launched a campaign against
attacks on frontline services
and on their terms and condi-
tions which are severe even by
the wider standards of fire
cuts. They need support.

For more see the Fire Brigades
Union website bit.ly/sfk-fbu and
Eastern Region FBU Twitter
bit.ly/e-fbu.

Messages of solidarity and
speaker requests to Suffolk

FBU’s Chair
phil.johnston@fbu.org.uk.

Please sign the statement at
bit.ly/fbu-pt.

Suffolk fire
cuts



By Ann Field
Despite some setbacks for the
top table, last week’s Unite the
Union Rules Conference saw lit-
tle or no progress in democratis-
ing Britain’s second-biggest
trade union.

The number of branch nomina-
tions needed to get on the ballot
paper in a General Secretary elec-
tion was increased from the current
50 to 5% of all Unite branches –
around 150.

Trebling the number of nomina-
tions makes it far more difficult for
rank-and-file candidates to get onto
the ballot paper. It effectively
makes General Secretary elections
the preserve of Unite full-timers
and their ‘election machines’.

Motions proposing STV in Gen-
eral Secretary elections were de-
feated. Admittedly, trebling the
number of nominations makes it
unlikely that there would be more
than two candidates in an election.
In that sense, the motions’ defeat
was irrelevant.

But the rejection of STV means
that if a rank-and-file candidate
were to get on the ballot paper, the
blackmail card of ‘Vote for the ‘left’
bureaucratic candidate or else the
right-wing candidate might win be-
cause of a split left vote’ could, and
would, continue to be played.

On a more positive note, a mo-
tion to deny workplaces with less
than 50 members the right to be
treated as workplace branches and
make nominations in General Sec-
retary elections was rejected. 

The motion aimed to make it
even more difficult for a rank-and-
file candidate to get on the ballot
paper: In recent General Secretary
elections workplace nominations
have been disproportionately more
likely to go to a rank-and-file can-
didate.

A rule changes which would
have required Unite full-timers to
be elected, paid the average wage
in their sector, and be recallable at
any time was heavily defeated.

One speaker against the motion
argued that the appointment of of-
ficers provided for equality of op-
portunity for members.

But Unite’s own Gender Pay Gap
Report reveals that only 5 out of 22
National Officers are female,
Unite’s mean gender pay gap is
18.5%, and its median gender pay
gap is 28.5%. 

Another speaker against the mo-
tion argued: “How can we ask our
officers to put their jobs on the line
every three years or so (in line with
Unite’s three-yearly election
cycle)?” 

By that logic, Labour MPs should
never be subject to reselection, and
the Chartists were totally in the
wrong for demanding annual Par-
liaments.

A motion changing Unite’s defi-
nition of youth from “up to 26
years of age” to up to “30 years of
age” was passed. 

Lofty rhetoric about the impor-
tance of youth covered up the more
mundane fact that membership of
national or regional youth commit-
tees can be the first step of a future

career as a full-timer. Re-defining
youth – upwards – facilitates such
a career progression.

Another motion which went
down to defeat sought to ensure
that Unite Policy Conferences
would decide policy solely on the
basis of motions submitted to con-
ference. The aim of the motion was
to prevent policy-making being
“gazumped” by Executive Council
(EC) statements.

The motion could have been bet-
ter worded. There could be emer-
gencies when presenting an EC
statement to conference would be
legitimate. But, in practice, EC
statements are used to kill off con-
troversial motions: Once confer-
ence adopts an EC statement, all
other relevant motions fall auto-
matically.

The bigger picture behind the
Rules Conference was the next
Unite General Secretary election.
Current incumbent Len McCluskey
is likely to be standing down at
next year’s Unite Policy Conference
in Liverpool. 

Hence the significance of the de-
bates and votes about rule changes
which impact on General Secretary
elections. But rather than “open
up” the elections, the rule changes
adopted by the conference – and
the defeat of other proposed rule
changes – will, by design, have the
opposite effect.

In the debates and votes about
those rule changes the United Left
(UL, the “Broad Left” in Unite)
took the wrong position on every
occasion. 

While paying lip-service to the
idea of a lay-member-led trade
union, the UL backed the motions
which strengthened the grip of the
bureaucracy on the union. In fact, it
was the UL which drew up and cir-
culated such motions as model mo-
tions.

And the two fringe meetings
which the UL held at the confer-
ence might have been better enti-
tled: “SteveTurner4GS”.

The UL claims that it is not a
mere election machine. As UL
Chairperson Jim Kelly put it at one
of the UL fringe meetings: “We
have won three General Secretary
elections. We are criticised for being
just an election machine. However
we are much more than that.”

Poor Jimmy must be suffering
from memory loss. 

Following the last General Secre-
tary election, which saw a fall in

turnout and a slump in support for
UL candidate Len McCluskey,
Kelly wrote: “While we should be
pleased about our record as an elec-
toral machine, the question is: Can
the United Left be anything more
than an election machine?”

Nothing the UL has done in the
intervening two years provides a
positive answer to that question.
And the reason for that failure was
provided by Jim Kelly himself in
his article of two years ago:

“While the UL can advise and
criticise the bureaucracy, it can-
not replace it nor hold it to ac-
count in the manner put forward
(by critics of the UL), as the UL
already runs the bureaucracy
and large numbers of UL mem-
bers are part of the bureaucracy,
including, of course, the General
Secretary.”
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Some setbacks at Unite conference

IWGB debates democracy
By Zack, delegate to IWGB
AGM
This is the second part of a re-
port on the Independent Workers
of Great Britain (IWGB) union’s
AGM on 8 June (first part in Soli-
darity 510, bit.ly/iwgb-1).

The AGM committed IWGB
working closely with – and trying
to revitalise – the wider labour
movement, but voted against
changes which would have made
the union significantly more dem-
ocratic.

Submitted by a sympathiser of
Workers’ Liberty, the first motion
stated that “IWGB is part of the
broad labour movement… direct
coordination and links between
unions, at rank-and-file level, is es-
sential for developing workers’
struggles and building solidarity...

“Closer links with other union
branches, via Trades Councils,
could help generalise and spread
some of the radical approaches to
organising IWGB has helped re-
assert.” That passed.

The most contentious motions
were about transparency and
democracy within the union.

The first called for greater trans-
parency and communication of the
IWGB’s Executive Committee,
communicating all motions and
voting records to all members. The-
oretically, according to the constitu-
tion – at least on a reasonable
interpretation – the motions should
be communicated anyway. But
there aren’t, systematically. That
motion, with amendments, passed.

Another more comprehensive
motion on union democracy and
transparency, from me, was more
controversial. It aimed to imple-
ment democratic changes broadly
in line with what the best of rank
and file trade union movements
have consistently demanded, what
Workers’ Liberty has been calling
for over the last several decades. 

That is: election of all organisers
and officers (not technical staff), on
definite yearly terms, subject to re-
call; distribution of minutes; votes
only for lay members who are nei-
ther staff nor paid full time; mini-

mum proportional reserved spaces
for women; and continuing to fight
the anti-trade union legislation.
Much of the motivation, and de-
bate, was centred around the dan-
ger of bureaucratisation, why it
happens, and how to safeguard
against it.

The motion recognised that
“IWGB is one of the most member-
led, democratic and fighting unions
in the UK”.

“But we need to ensure its struc-
tures are robustly rank-and-file ori-
ented and democratically
accountable... Most other trade
unions that we would rightly criti-
cise for being bureaucratic, unde-
mocratic, and passive, began their
history as radical, fighting unions,
like ours.”

Everyone paid by IWGB receives
a flat rate of London Living Wage +
£1 an hour, and I did not mention
pay in the “resolves”.

But Bristol couriers’ experiences
of trying to organise with the In-
dustrial Workers of the World
“union” demonstrated that even
unions populated by left-wingers

in which *no-one* is paid can have
significant and damaging bureau-
cratic tendencies.

No unelected staff can currently
vote in any IWGB bodies, although
elected officials who are paid full-
time can.

Delegates stumbled over each
other to stress that they “agreed in
principle”, some even citing previ-
ous – negative – experiences of bu-
reaucratic unionism. Yet most
opposed the motion: claiming there
are no current problems, and that it
is unfair, hypocritical even, to ad-
vocate short-term “unsecure” em-
ployment. Seeing unions, and
elected officials, through the same
lens as we look at private compa-
nies, public sector organisations,
charities, and the like — and their
employment practices — misses
core differences in aim and nature.

IWGB currently employs several
unelected organisers, press officers,
and other roles which necessarily
have significant influence over the
direction of the union. Everyone
doing them is, to my knowledge,
doing a great job – and would al-

most certainly would have been re-
peatedly elected back in again, had
the posts been opened to elections.

A particular danger in the IWGB
is the reliance on external funding,
acquired by central union people,
for staff.

Everyone agreed that the motion
started an important conversation.

A moderating amendment by
someone sympathetic to the overall
motion (but which introduced new
problems) fell. The motion itself
was overwhelmingly voted down,
with only three of us – all couriers
– voting for, and 40 or so voting
against.

The time for debate was ex-
tended at this conference, as we
had five motions where there is
normally one, or none, and often
not particularly controversial – and
mine was given a fair hearing.

While the democratic struc-
tures were insufficient – no parts
process, etc. – there is clearly an
earnest democratic culture
within much of the union.
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Self determination for
Hong Kong!
By Colin Foster
After protesters stormed Hong
Kong’s (largely unelected) Leg-
islative Council on 1 July, there
is a real risk that China will in-
vade the territory.

To international outcry about
plans to ease extradition from
Hong Kong to China — in effect,
to give legal cover to the Chinese
government “disappearing” dissi-
dents, as it did with five bookshop
workers in 2015 — Xi Jinping’s

government has replied that all
the issues in Hong Kong are
China’s “internal” business, and
no outsiders should comment.

Hong Kong was separate from
China, as a British colony, for 150
years. After the Stalinist takeover
in China in 1949, in particular,
Hong Kong, although completely
lacking any majority-rule electoral
system, became a relative haven of
free speech, free assembly, free as-
sociation.

With the rise of unofficial strikes
and worker organisation in main-

land China, Hong Kong has be-
come important as a base where
groups like China Labour Bulletin
(bit.ly/clb-hk) can operate.

Under an agreement made in
1984, Britain returned Hong Kong
to Chinese rule in 1997. The deal
was “one country, two systems”.

Workers’ Liberty declared at the
time that there was “nothing to
celebrate”, and that “workers’
rights [would] be the first target”
under Beijing rule.

Valuing Hong Kong’s role as a
window to the capitalist world

markets, and especially financial
markets, China has generally been
cautious about clamping down
there.

But Xi Jinping has tightened re-
pression in the mainland, and may

not be as patient as his predeces-
sors.

Solidarity with the democracy
protesters! Self-determination
for Hong Kong!

By Daniel Randall
The conference on 23-27 June
of the rail union RMT passed, by
a majority of two votes with six
abstentions, a motion expelling
left Labour MP Clive Lewis from
the RMT’s Parliamentary Group.

The conference decided that
Lewis should be expelled unless
he retracts and apologises for the
criticisms he made of comments
by RMT member Eddie Dempsey
from the platform of a “Full
Brexit” rally.

RMT activists who oppose the
decision are circulating a state-

ment of protest, already signed by
numerous AGM delegates as well
dozens of other union activists.

Lewis criticised Dempsey’s as-
sertion that Tommy Robinson sup-
porters are “right to hate” the
“liberal left”, and his claim that
“too many in the Labour Party
have calculated that there’s a cer-
tain section at the top end of the
working class that’s enough…
along with people from ethnic mi-
norities and liberals, to get them
into power.”

Lewis argued that these com-
ments set up a dangerous counter-
position between “the working
class” and “ethnic minorities”,

and represent a slippage towards
right-wing populism.

The motion, and speeches for it,
lauded Dempsey as a heroic anti-
fascist fighter who was essentially
beyond any reproof or criticism.
One delegate ludicrously de-
nounced Clive Lewis as “a
Blairite”.

Others opposed the motion, in-
cluding several black delegates
who expressed alarm at the
prospect of the union expelling
one of the few black MPs from its
group for criticising a white per-
son over an issue of racism.

The chair of the RMT branch in
Norwich (where Lewis is an MP)

is also an activist in the union’s
Black and Ethnic Minority confer-
ence, and opposed the motion, cit-
ing Lewis’s strong record of
supporting RMT members locally
and attending picket lines. 

The fact that the motion passed,
even narrowly, is an indication of
the domination of an identitarian
conception of “class politics” over
a section of the union’s activist
layer, where class is an “identity”
in potential tension with and even
opposition to other identities.

Historic arguments in the union
that equalities committees and
conferences are somehow divisive
— “we’re all workers and RMT

members, why do we need a
women’s/BEM/LGBT+/disabled
conference?” — are reflective of
this same trend.

Following the debate, Dempsey
(who was not a delegate at the
AGM), posted, and then deleted, a
gloating tweet crowing about
Lewis having been “kicked out”,
which he signed off “bye bye, Mr.
Pee Pee.” 

Sign the protest statement if
you are an RMT member at
bit.ly/rmt-cl.

• Report of RMT conference: see
p.15.

RMT activists oppose Lewis expulsion decision


